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ABSTRACT

Setämaa-Kärkkäinen, Anne
Network Connection Selection - Solving a New Multiobjective Optimization Prob-
lem
Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä, 2008, 52 p.(+included articles)
(Jyväskylä Studies in Computing
ISSN 1456-5390; 92)
ISBN 978-951-39-3301-2
Finnish summary
Diss.

Mobile terminals are nowadays able to use several different kinds of wireless
network connections to transfer data. The users of mobile terminals can select
the network connection that is the most suitable for their purposes. In this thesis,
we consider a more advanced case in which a mobile terminal can use several dif-
ferent connections simultaneously to transfer data. When the data is composed
of separate components, the components can be transferred using different con-
nections. Then the user needs to make a selection which network connection to
use for each component. This kind of selection may be very difficult to make
and most of the users are not interested in making such selections. Therefore, an
automatic selection method is needed.

The network connection selection is modelled as a multiobjective optimiza-
tion problem in which the aim is to minimize the time used in transferring and
the costs of the transfer. To solve the problem, we have developed a fast heuristic
solution method that uses only little computational capacity so that it is possible
to implement it in a mobile terminal. In addition, the method takes into account
possibly changing network environment during the transmission and improves,
when possible, the transmission schedule formed by selecting a network connec-
tion for each component of the data.

Keywords: Multiobjective optimization, Combinatorial optimization, Heuristics,
Parallel machines scheduling, Telecommunications, Wireless networks
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1 INTRODUCTION

Mobile terminals are nowadays able to use different kinds of wireless network
connections. In the future, fourth generation (4G) networks enable global roam-
ing across many wireless networks [34]. This means that the user of a mobile
terminal can choose which network connection to use and change the connection
when needed. This possibility is called the concept of being always best con-
nected (ABC) [11]. The ABC concept has been under a lot of study recently. For
example, in [8] a generic model of the ABC concept is introduced and in [39] an
architecture supporting the ABC concept is presented for the 4G networks. The
architecture presented includes also an optimization method for selecting a net-
work connection to be used among all the connections available.

In this thesis, we take a step further and consider a case in which mobile
terminals are able to use several different kinds of network connections simul-
taneously. Then the selection which network connection to use for transferring
data is extended to which network connection to use for transferring each sep-
arate component of the data. In other words, the selection has to be made for
each data component that can be transferred independently of the other compo-
nents. Using several network connections simultaneously to transfer data makes
the transmission faster. In addition, when the users can select connections from a
wider range of different connections and change the connections when wanted,
the operators of networks face a more rigorous competition which can lower the
prices of using the connections.

Not only the users of mobile terminals but also service operators can en-
counter this problem in the future. Service operators do not own networks but use
networks of other operators. Currently, service operators use networks mainly
from one operator but in the future a service operator may have contracts with
several operators. Then the customers of the service operator will have a wider
range of networks available for data transmission and some kind of a selection
method is needed to decide which network connections to use for each data trans-
mission.

We call this problem of selecting a network connection for each data compo-
nent the network connection selection problem (NCS). We have modelled the prob-
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lem as a multiobjective optimization problem in which the objective is to mini-
mize both the time used in transferring the data and the costs of the transfer. The
NCS problem has not been studied earlier and we are not aware of any studies on
similar problems of which solution methods could be applied to the NCS prob-
lem. Thus, we have started our research by modelling the problem, then we have
studied different existing methods for solving the problem, and finally we have
developed a new solution method. Solving the NCS problem is not straightfor-
ward since we have two conflicting objectives: Instead of an optimal solution we
have several mathematically equivalent solutions among which we need to find
the best compromise solution in which the time used in transferring is small and
the costs are reasonable.

Since the users of mobile terminals are rarely interested in this kind of se-
lection problems, the aim of this research is to develop an automatic solution
method that is transparent to the user of a mobile terminal. In addition to that,
the solution method should be fast and it should be possible to implement it in
mobile terminals. This means that the solution method should use as little com-
putational capacity as possible since the capacity available in mobile terminals
is very limited. Since wireless networks are dynamic, the method should also
take into account possibly changing network conditions during the transfer of the
data. In other words, if there occur changes in the network conditions that make
the current solution infeasible or poor in some other way, the solution should be
updated in order to finish the transfer in a short time and with reasonable costs.

As already mentioned, we have modelled the NCS problem as a multiob-
jective optimization problem. To be more precise, the problem has been formu-
lated as a biobjective integer programming problem. The mathematical model
is presented in Chapter 2. Before we consider solving the NCS problem, we in-
troduce in Chapter 3 some concepts of multiobjective optimization and briefly
present multiobjective optimization methods that have been studied for solving
the NCS problem. Since the NCS problem can be considered as a multiobjective
scheduling problem, we also define some scheduling terminology in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 5, we discuss solving the NCS problem. In Chapter 6, we consider
how to deal with dynamically changing network conditions and discuss test in-
stances used in the computational tests. In this research, we have assumed that
the components of the data to be transferred are independent of each other, that
is, it is possible to transfer them in any order. This kind of an assumption is not
always valid and, therefore, in Chapter 7 we discuss a case of the NCS problem
in which there are precedence constraints defining that some components have
to be transferred before some other components. Finally, in Chapter 8 we present
conclusions and define future research plans.

The main results of this research have been presented in the four included
articles. The articles, as well as the whole process of solving the NCS problem,
follow the three phases introduced in [31] for solving a general multiobjective
scheduling problem. Each phase consists of solving a subproblem. The subprob-
lems are modelling the problem, taking into account the objectives and schedul-
ing. In the first phase, modelling the problem, the objectives and the constraints
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of the problem are formulated. The second phase of taking into account the ob-
jectives consists of selecting a multiobjective optimization method for solving the
problem. In the last phase the scheduling problem defined by the first two phases
is solved. Thus, the actual scheduling is done in the final phase. In the first arti-
cle PI, we have modelled the NCS problem and decided how the objectives will
be taken into account. For that purpose, we have studied and compared dif-
ferent multiobjective optimization methods. In the second article PII, we have
considered solving the actual scheduling problem obtained in PI, and we have
presented a heuristic that solves the problem fast. In the first two articles, which
consider the NCS problem from the optimization point of view, we have assumed
a static environment in which there are no changes in the network environment
during the transfer. This assumption was made because the NCS problem is very
challenging with a lot of restrictions on the solution method (it should be auto-
matic, fast and use only little computational capacity). However, the assumption
is valid only when the transfer time is very short and, therefore, we have con-
sidered a more realistic dynamic network environment in PIII and PIV. In PIII,
the NCS problem is considered from the telecommunications point of view, and a
method for dealing with the possibly changing network conditions is proposed.
The method is a modification of the heuristic presented in PII, and we call it the
dynamic heuristic. The dynamic heuristic is presented in more detail in PIV, in
which results of simulations used to test different versions of the dynamic heuris-
tic are also shown.



2 PROBLEM FORMULATION

The network connection selection problem consists of deciding which network
connections to use for transferring data. The data to be transferred is composed
of a set of components that are assumed to be independent of each other. Then
the components can be transferred separately using different network connec-
tions available. The network connections that are available may have very di-
verse properties. We assume that some kind of selection is made in advance so
that the network connections we consider have the properties required for the
transmission. The required properties depend on the mobile terminal in question
as well as on the data to be transferred. (This kind of a selection can be done, for
example, using a method similar to the one presented in [1].) Thus, we consider
only connections that are such that it is possible to transfer the data using any of
them.

The selection which network connection to use for each component is based
on the transmission rates and prices of the available connections. In other words,
we want to minimize both the time needed for transferring and the costs of the
transfer. In order to solve the NCS problem, we need the following information:
the rate and price of each connection and the sizes of the data components. It
should be noted that we consider a general case in which the sizes of the compo-
nents are not necessarily equal, and the components considered in this research
are not packets that are used when transferring digital data but larger entities that
together form the data. For example, a component can be an image or a small text
part of a web page that is to be transferred.

The sizes of the components are easily obtained when the data to be trans-
ferred is known. The rates and especially the prices are not that easy to obtain.
We assume that the operators of the network connections provide this informa-
tion in some form to the customers. How the information on the rates and prices
can be obtained and in what kind of a form it is given is out of the scope of this
thesis. We only assume that this information is given in such a way that the costs
as well as the time used in transferring can be calculated for each component.
These costs and time used when solving the NCS problem can be estimates as
long as the estimates are similarly formed for each network connection.
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It should be noted that we do not define the actual routing of the data com-
ponents in the networks but select a network for each data component to be used
for transferring the component. Inside each network, routing algorithms handle
the actual physical routing of the data components from the source to the desti-
nation. In other words, the NCS problem is an assignment problem, not a routing
problem. We next formulate the problem mathematically.

2.1 Mathematical model

Let us assume that there are n components to be transferred using m network
connections. The rates and prices of the network connections as well as the sizes
of the components are known. Let xij be a binary variable such that xij = 1,
when component j is transferred using connection i, otherwise xij = 0, where
i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , n. The time needed for transferring component j using
connection i is denoted by dij and the costs of that transfer are denoted by cij. The
network connection selection problem can now be stated as a biobjective integer
programming problem:

minimize f1(x) = max
i=1,...,m

n

∑
j=1

dijxij and f2(x) =
m

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

cijxij

subject to
m

∑
i=1

xij = 1, for all j = 1, . . . , n,

xij ∈ {0, 1}, for all i = 1, . . . , m and j = 1, . . . , n.

The objective function f1 presents the time when all the components have been
transferred and the objective function f2 presents the total costs of transferring
the components. The constraints make sure that each component is transferred
using exactly one connection.

The objective function f1 is nonlinear but we can reformulate the problem
to avoid that. We use an additional variable y which denotes the time when all
the components are transferred. To define the time, we add m new constraints:

n

∑
j=1

dijxij ≤ y, for all i = 1, . . . , m,

and define the first objective function (to be minimized) to be y. Thus, an equiv-
alent linear model of the network connection selection problem is
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minimize f1(x) = y and f2(x) =
m

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

cijxij

subject to
m

∑
i=1

xij = 1, for all j = 1, . . . , n,

n

∑
j=1

dijxij ≤ y, for all i = 1, . . . , m,

xij ∈ {0, 1}, for all i = 1, . . . , m and j = 1, . . . , n,
y ≥ 0.

The solution to this problem tells which network connection is used for
transferring each component. It does not consider the order in which the compo-
nents are transferred on each network connection because neither the time used
in transfers nor the total costs depend on the order of the components. Therefore,
the components can be ordered on each connection after the model is solved.
This simplifies the model and makes it faster to solve it. It should however be
noted that the order of the components is needed when a transmission schedule
is formed. A transmission schedule tells when each component is transferred on
each connection. The transmission schedule is used when the components are
transferred. Note also that here we assume that the components are independent
of each other, that is, it is possible to transfer the components in any order. This
is not always possible, and the case in which the components are not indepen-
dent but there are precedence relations between some components is considered
in Chapter 7.



3 MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION

We have modelled the NCS problem as a multiobjective optimization problem.
Solving an optimization problem with multiple objectives is not as straightfor-
ward as solving a single objective problem. Therefore, we next briefly explain
some concept of multiobjective optimization following the terminology used in
[20]. Since the NCS problem contains only two objective functions we consider
only biobjective problems in this section.

3.1 Concepts

Let us consider a general biobjective optimization problem:

minimize f1(x) and f2(x)
subject to x ∈ S.

The vector of decision variables x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)T is called a decision vector and
the vector of objective functions F(x) = ( f1(x), f2(x))T is called an objective vec-
tor. The set S ⊂ R is the feasible region that is formed by constraint functions. The
image of the feasible region Z = F(S) is called the feasible objective region. We
want to minimize both objective functions f1 and f2 simultaneously. Usually, it
is not possible to find a solution in which both of the objective functions attain
minimal values. In addition, we cannot compare all the solutions mathematically
and, therefore, we cannot find an optimal solution in a similar way as in single
objective optimization. In multiobjective optimization, a concept called Pareto
optimality is used instead of optimality. A decision vector x? ∈ S and the corre-
sponding objective vector F(x?) are Pareto optimal if there does not exist another
decision vector x ∈ S such that fi(x) ≤ fi(x?) for i = 1, 2 and f j(x) < f j(x?) for
at least one j. Similarly, a decision vector x? ∈ S and the corresponding objective
vector F(x?) are weakly Pareto optimal if there does not exist another decision vec-
tor x ∈ S such that fi(x) < fi(x?) for i = 1, 2. A properly Pareto optimal solution is
a Pareto optimal solution with bounded trade-offs.
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All the Pareto optimal solutions are mathematically equivalent. Which of
the Pareto optimal solutions is selected as the final solution to the problem de-
pends usually on a decision maker. A decision maker is a person who knows the
problem well and can express preferences between the objectives. The decision
maker can, for example, give aspiration levels for the objectives. The aspiration
levels are objective function values that are satisfying to the decision maker. A
vector containing the aspiration levels is called a reference point. It should be noted
that it is not always possible to use a decision maker in which case the selection
of the final solution has to be based on other information on the problem.

It is useful to know the ranges of the objective functions in the Pareto op-
timal set. The best, that is, the minimal values of the objective functions in the
Pareto optimal set are contained in an ideal objective vector z∗. The ideal objec-
tive vector can be calculated as follows: Component z∗i , i = 1, 2, is obtained by
minimizing the ith objective function subject to the constraint x ∈ S. The ideal
objective vector is typically infeasible. Otherwise, it would be the optimal so-
lution to the problem and the objectives would not be conflicting, which is not
usually the case. Another infeasible objective vector used in some multiobjec-
tive optimization methods is called a utopian objective vector z∗∗. It can be formed
from the ideal objective vector by subtracting a relatively small scalar εi > 0 from
each component z∗i of the ideal objective vector. Thus, we have z∗∗i = z∗i − εi for
i = 1, 2.

The worst, that is, the largest values of the objective functions in the Pareto
optimal set are collected into a nadir objective vector znad. In the case of two ob-
jective functions, the components of the nadir objective vector can be calculated
at the same time the ideal objective vector is formed [7]: The first component is
the value of the first objective function f1(x2) in the point x2 in which the second
objective function attains its minimal value. Similarly, the second component is
the value of the second objective function f2(x1) in the point x1 in which the first
objective function attains its minimal value. It should be noted that when there
are more than two objective functions, the nadir objective vector can only be esti-
mated and the estimate can be poor, see for example [35].

3.2 Methods

Multiobjective optimization problems are usually solved by scalarization [20, 29].
Scalarization means converting the problem with multiple objectives into a single
objective optimization problem or a family of such problems. The objective func-
tion of the single objective problem is called a scalarizing function. The scalarized
problem can be solved using methods developed for single objective optimiza-
tion.

Multiobjective optimization methods can be divided into four classes ac-
cording to the role of the decision maker [20]. In no-preference methods, the
decision maker is not involved in the solution procedure and no preference in-
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formation is available. In a priori methods, the decision maker gives preference
information before the solution procedure. In a posteriori methods, the Pareto
optimal set, or a part of it, is generated and the decision maker selects the final
solution from the set. In interactive methods, the decision maker is involved in an
iterative solution process. The decision maker can express preferences and guide
the search for the most preferred solution while different solutions are formed
and shown to the decision maker.

The aim of this research is to develop a fast automatic solution method to
solve the NCS problem. Therefore, we cannot ask the user of a mobile terminal to
act as a decision maker in the solution procedure and, thus, we have concentrated
on the no-preference methods of multiobjective optimization.

Because we do not have a decision maker, we need to know the nature of
the problem before we can select a method that produces a good compromise
between the conflicting objectives. For that reason we have started our research
by using a posteriori methods to form approximations of Pareto optimal sets of
some problem instances [25]. Then, we studied different scalarizing functions in
order to find a method for obtaining a good compromise between the conflicting
objectives. We used the method of weighted metrics with three different metrics
to form approximations of Pareto optimal sets in [25]. A method producing a
neutral compromise solution and an achievement scalarizing function were then
considered as the final method for dealing with the multiple objectives. The main
results are presented in PI whereas in [25] a larger description of the results is
presented. We next briefly present the above mentioned methods.

Method of weighted metrics

The method of weighted metrics produces Pareto optimal solutions by minimiz-
ing the distance between some reference point and the feasible objective region
[20]. We have used the ideal objective vector z∗ as the reference point, and the
distance has been measured using a weighted Lp-metric with values 1, 2, and ∞
for p. For 1 ≤ p < ∞, the weighted Lp-problem to be minimized in the method is

minimize

(
2

∑
i=1

wi| fi(x)− z∗i |p
)1/p

subject to x ∈ S,

(1)

and for p = ∞, that is, the Tchebycheff metric, the weighted Tchebycheff problem is

minimize max
i=1,2

{wi| fi(x)− z∗i |}

subject to x ∈ S.
(2)

The weighting coefficients w1 and w2 must be greater than or equal to zero and
sum up to one, that is, w1 + w2 = 1. If the real ideal objective vector is known,
the absolute value signs can be left out. In addition, the exponent 1/p can be
dropped in problem (1).
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By altering the weighting coefficients w1 and w2 we get different solutions.
The solution to the weighted Lp-problem (1) is Pareto optimal if either the solu-
tion is unique or all the weighting coefficients are positive [20]. The solution to
the weighted Tchebycheff problem (2), on the other hand, is weakly Pareto opti-
mal if all the weighting coefficients are positive [20].

When the weighted Tchebycheff metric is used with a utopian objective vec-
tor z∗∗ as the reference point, the method of weighted metrics can find any Pareto
optimal solution. Unfortunately, also weakly Pareto optimal solutions may be
produced. This can be avoided by using an augmented weighted Tchebycheff
metric to measure the distance between the utopian objective vector and the fea-
sible objective region. The augmented weighted Tchebycheff problem to be minimized
is

minimize max
i=1,2

{wi| fi(x)− z∗∗i |}+ ρ
2

∑
i=1

wi| fi(x)− z∗∗i |

subject to x ∈ S.
(3)

where the augmentation coefficient ρ > 0 is a sufficiently small scalar. In (3), the
weighted Tchebycheff problem (2) is modified by adding an augmentation term
to the scalarizing function.

Neutral compromise solution

A method for generating a so-called neutral compromise solution is described in
[38]. A neutral compromise solution is a solution that is located somewhere in the
middle of the Pareto optimal set. It can be a good candidate for the final solution
to a multiobjective optimization problem when there are no preferences between
the conflicting objectives available. A neutral compromise solution is obtained
by solving the problem

minimize max
i=1,2

fi(x)− zmid
i

znad
i − z∗∗i

+ ρ
2

∑
i=1

fi(x)− zmid
i

znad
i − z∗∗i

subject to x ∈ S,
(4)

where the reference point zmid is located in the middle of the ranges of the objec-
tive functions in the Pareto optimal set, that is,

zmid
i =

znad
i + z∗i

2
, i = 1, 2 (5)

and the augmentation coefficient ρ is a small positive scalar.
The problem is a modification of the augmented weighted Tchebycheff prob-

lem (3), and its idea resembles the idea of problem (3). However, the reference
point is now different and the distance measure is more general guaranteeing
that the solution is Pareto optimal regardless of the location of the reference point
[20, 38]. The Pareto optimality is guaranteed by the augmentation term. Note
also that the objective functions are scaled to be of comparable magnitude in (4).
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Achievement scalarizing function

The following achievement scalarizing function to be minimized [36, 37] is a mod-
ification of the method that produces a neutral compromise solution [38]:

minimize max
i=1,2

wi
fi(x)− zmid

i

znad
i − z∗∗i

+ ρ
2

∑
i=1

wi
fi(x)− zmid

i

znad
i − z∗∗i

subject to x ∈ S.
(6)

The reference point is the same middle point (5) as in the method producing a
neutral compromise solution, and ρ is again a small positive scalar. The ratio
of the positive weighting coefficients w1 and w2 represents the rate at which the
user is willing to trade off values of the objective functions. It should again be
noted that the objective functions are scaled to be of comparable magnitude in
(6). The solution to the achievement scalarizing function (6) is Pareto optimal
since the scalarizing function is strongly increasing [6], and the method can find
any properly Pareto optimal solution [20].

We next present a proof of Pareto optimality for the solution to the achieve-
ment scalarizing function (6). The proof is presented here because the achieve-
ment scalarizing function (6) was found suitable for solving the NCS problem in
PI and it is used also in the heuristic solution method developed for solving the
problem in PII.

Proposition. The solution to the achievement scalarizing function (6) is Pareto
optimal.

Proof. Let xs ∈ S be a solution to the achievement scalarizing function (6).
Let us suppose that xs is not Pareto optimal. Then, there exists another
solution x ∈ S such that fi(x) ≤ fi(xs) for i = 1, 2 and f j(x) < f j(xs)
for at least one j, j = 1, 2. This means that

fi(x)− zmid
i

znad
i − z∗∗i

≤
fi(xs)− zmid

i

znad
i − z∗∗i

for both i = 1, 2 and

f j(x)− zmid
j

znad
j − z∗∗j

<
f j(xs)− zmid

j

znad
j − z∗∗j

for at least one j, j = 1, 2. Since we have wi > 0 for both i = 1, 2 and
ρ > 0, the following inequalities are valid:

max
i=1,2

wi
fi(x)− zmid

i

znad
i − z∗∗i

≤ max
i=1,2

wi
fi(xs)− zmid

i
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i − z∗∗i

and

ρ
2

∑
i=1
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fi(x)− zmid

i
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i − z∗∗i

< ρ
2

∑
i=1
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fi(xs)− zmid

i
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i − z∗∗i

.
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This implies that

max
i=1,2

wi
fi(x)− zmid

i

znad
i − z∗∗i

+ ρ
2

∑
i=1

wi
fi(x)− zmid

i

znad
i − z∗∗i

<

max
i=1,2

wi
fi(xs)− zmid

i

znad
i − z∗∗i

+ ρ
2

∑
i=1

wi
fi(xs)− zmid

i

znad
i − z∗∗i

.

Thus, xs cannot be a solution to the achievement scalarizing function
(6). 2



4 SCHEDULING

In this chapter, we discuss scheduling problems since the NCS problem can be
seen as a scheduling problem. Scheduling is a general term used to refer to many
different kinds of problems in which the objective is to allocate resources to tasks
over a time period [2, 18]. We consider here machine scheduling problems in
which the common feature is that a set of jobs is to be assigned to a set of ma-
chines for processing. A solution to a machine scheduling problem is a schedule
telling when a job is processed and on which machine. A job consists of one or
several operations which may have to be processed in a certain order and on a cer-
tain machine. Processing of an operation consumes resources and uses a certain
amount of time on a machine. The objective in scheduling problems is usually
related to time but also the use of resources can be optimized. In multiobjec-
tive scheduling problems, there are multiple objectives conserning time and/or
resources.

In order to classify scheduling problems, a three field notation α|β|γ intro-
duced in [9] is used. The first field α denotes the scheduling environment, the
field β contains information about the constraints of the problem and the field
γ describes the objective of the problem. The notation was originally developed
for single objective optimization problems and it is extended for multiobjective
problems in [30] and [31]. We next formulate the NCS problem as a scheduling
problem and then we discuss scheduling methods that could be applied to the
NCS problem.

4.1 NCS as a scheduling problem

The NCS problem can be seen as a scheduling problem in which machines rep-
resent network connections and each component forms a job that has to be pro-
cessed on one of the machines. The machines are in this case uniform parallel
machines, which means that the machines are identical, that is, they perform the
same operation, but they have different speeds that do not depend on the job.
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(Thus, the network connections have different rates, and the rate of a connection
is not dependent on the component that is transferred using it.) Each job is to be
processed on one machine, and the goal is to minimize the total costs of process-
ing the jobs and the makespan, which is the time when all the jobs are processed.
Using the three field notation described above, the NCS problem can be stated as
Q||Cmax, ∑ f j, where Q denotes uniform parallel machines, Cmax is the makespan
and f j denotes the cost of processing a job j. The above mentioned extended
three field notation for multiobjective scheduling problems can contain informa-
tion about the multiobjective optimization method used for solving the problem.
For example, Q||Fl(Cmax, ∑ f j) means that a linear convex combination of the ob-
jectives (the makespan and the costs) is minimized. We have not specified any
method in the notation, since our aim has been to study different methods for
solving the problem.

The NCS problem has not been studied before in the literature, and also
the scheduling problem Q||Cmax, ∑ f j has not attracted much attention. The rea-
son for that is most likely that the scheduling problems usually represent actual
problems that arise in the field of production and manufacturing. In that field,
there are usually no costs to be paid for using the machines after the machines
are bought and the objectives of scheduling are related to the time used in pro-
cessing and inventory costs. The NCS problem comes from a very different kind
of an environment in which, in addition to other differences, the solution must be
obtained very fast and without using much computational capacity. This makes
it difficult to apply existing scheduling methods to the NCS problem.

The scheduling problem Q||Cmax is NP-hard since the problem P||Cmax is
NP-hard [31]. This means that the problem Q||Cmax, ∑ f j and, thus, the NCS
problem is NP-hard. When a problem is NP-hard, it is unlikely that there ex-
ists a polynomial-time algorithm to solve the problem. An algorithm is called
polynomial-time when its complexity is polynomial in the size of the input. The
complexity of an algorithm is the worst-case behaviour of the algorithm on any
input [23], the input in the case of optimizing is an optimization problem to be
solved, and the size of the input is the size of the problem. For example, in the
case of the NCS problem, the size is defined by the number of components and
the number of network connections.

NP-hardness of a problem means that it is time-consuming to solve large
problem instances using exact methods. For some problems, it is very time-
consuming to solve even moderate size problem instances. Since the exact op-
timal solution is not always needed and, in many cases, there is not much time
available to be used in solving the problem, many heuristics have been devel-
oped for NP-hard problems. A heuristic solves a problem approximately without
a guarantee that the solution is optimal, or even near-optimal. However, in many
cases in which finding the exact optimal solution is not necessary heuristics per-
form well. Another reason for using heuristics, especially in the case of schedul-
ing, is that it can be hard to formulate the problem mathematically, and many
exact methods need a mathematical formulation of a problem in order to solve it.

It should be noted that, in the case of a multiobjective optimization prob-
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lem, depending on the multiobjective optimization method selected for solving
the problem the actual scheduling problem solved can be polynomially solvable
[30]. For example, let us consider a biobjective optimization problem in which
minimizing the first objective function is NP-hard and the second objective func-
tion can be minimized in a polynomial time. Then, we have an NP-hard problem
in general. If we choose to minimize the objectives lexicographically so that the
second objective function is minimized first and then the first objective function is
minimized subject to that the second objective function attains its minimal value,
it is possible that the problem can be solved in a polynomial time: Minimizing
the second objective function can be done in a polynomial time, and minimiz-
ing the first objective function subject to the new constraint may be solvable in a
polynomial time because of the new constraint.

4.2 Methods for scheduling

In this section, we discuss existing scheduling methods that could be applied to
the NCS problem. Since the NCS problem has two objectives, we concentrate here
on algorithms that are developed for multiobjective scheduling problems. More
algorithms for multiobjective scheduling problems can be found in the surveys
[15, 22, 30, 31]. Methods for single objective parallel machines scheduling can be
found in [21].

In scheduling, multiple objectives have been considered mostly in the case
of single machine problems, and the studies have rarely involved any multiobjec-
tive analysis, as emphasized in [30]. In these studies, the aim is usually either to
find all the Pareto optimal solutions to the problem, or a good representation of
them, (see for example [4, 19]) or minimize the objectives in a predefined lexico-
graphic order of importance (see for example [10, 32]). Methods producing many
Pareto optimal solutions are not applicable to the NCS problem since we aim at
an automatic solution method and do not have a decision maker who could select
the final solution from the set of Pareto optimal solutions produced. In addition,
we cannot define which of the objectives is more important and, therefore, we
cannot minimize the objectives in a lexicographic order.

An approach to minimize the makespan (the time) and the costs has been
presented in [28]. The algorithm proposed is a polynomial-time approximation
algorithm that requires upper bounds C and T to be given a priori for the costs
and the makespan, respectively. The algorithm produces a solution with costs
at most C and makespan at most 2T, if there exists a schedule with costs C and
makespan T. A drawback in this kind of an algorithm is the selection of the upper
bounds: They should be large enough to get a feasible solution, and small enough
to get a good solution. Another disadvantage is that the solution obtained may be
unsatisfactory since the makespan may be twice its limit. In the case of the NCS
problem, the selection of the limits should be done by a decision maker, that is,
the user of the mobile terminal who could express how much he/she is prepared
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to pay for the transmission and how long he/she is willing to wait. However, it
would be unpleasant for the user to express this kind of information every time
he/she is transferring data. In addition, the solution obtained might be far from
the best possible.

The most often used method to solve parallel machines scheduling prob-
lems is list scheduling. In list scheduling, the jobs that are to be processed are
ordered on a list according to some criterion [12]. Then, every time a machine
becomes available, that is, has finished a job, the next job on the list is given to
the machine for processing. This simple greedy method works well for parallel
identical machines that have equal processing times. It can be modified also for
the case of non-identical parallel machines. However, when there are multiple
objectives to be minimized it is difficult to find such an ordering of the jobs that
the resulting schedule produces a good compromise.

Metaheuristics are high-level solution methods that can be applied to a wide
variety of optimization problems with minor modifications [3]. Metaheuristics
are, for example, tabu search and genetic algorithms. Metaheuristics are popular
solution methods for NP-hard optimization problems with one or several objec-
tives. A review of multiobjective metaheuristics used for scheduling problems is
presented in [17]. Metaheuristics could be applied to the NCS problem. How-
ever, metaheuristics usually use a lot of computational capacity or need many
iterations, which makes them slow. Therefore, metaheuristics are not suitable for
our purposes. (Remember that we are searching for a method that is fast and uses
as little computational capacity as possible.)

Since the NCS problem has not been studied earlier in the literature and we
have not found any methods that could be directly applied to the NCS problem,
we have developed a heuristic solution method for the problem. The solution
method is general and can be applied to other multiobjective (scheduling) prob-
lems as well. In the next chapter, we discuss the development of the solution
method, which was started by studying the nature of the problem in order to
know what kind of a solution is a good compromise between the conflicting ob-
jectives.



5 SOLVING THE NCS PROBLEM

The first step in solving the NCS problem is to decide how to deal with the con-
flicting objectives. Since the problem has not been studied previously we have
started the development of a solution method by getting to know the problem
settings. The NCS problem has only two objective functions and, therefore, we
can study the problem settings by forming approximations of the Pareto optimal
set of some problem instances and drawing a graphical presentation of the Pareto
optimal set. The aim is to get an idea of the properties of a good compromise be-
tween the conflicting objectives and how this good compromise can be obtained.

It should be remembered that the aim of this research is to develop an au-
tomatic solution method and, therefore, we cannot ask a decision maker to give
preferences between the objectives. That is why we have concentrated in no-
preference methods of multiobjective optimization that do not use preferences of
a decision maker when searching for a solution. The methods tested in this re-
search were briefly presented in Chapter 3. It should also be born in mind that
the solution method developed should be fast and use only little computational
capacity so that it is possible to implement it in a mobile terminal.

In this chapter, we discuss solving the NCS problem. We summarize the re-
sults of different multiobjective optimization methods used for solving the prob-
lem (Section 5.1). The results imply a need for a heuristic solution method and,
therefore, we discuss the development of a heuristic for solving the NCS problem
(Section 5.3). We also show an example of the NCS problem in order to illustrate
solving the problem (Section 5.2).

5.1 Dealing with the conflicting objectives

The development of a solution method for the NCS problem was started by
studying how to deal with the conflicting objectives. The results of this phase
are presented in PI. We next describe the research done for finding a method that
produces a good compromise.
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In order to get to know the nature of the NCS problem, we formed approx-
imations of the Pareto optimal sets of some problem instances (of which three
instances are presented in PI) using the method of weighted metrics with three
different metrics. An approximation is obtained by varying the weighting coef-
ficients in the method. The main interest in these approximations has been on
getting some understanding about the form of the Pareto optimal set and espe-
cially the ’middle’ part of the Pareto optimal set, not the extreme Pareto optimal
solutions, since we are searching for a method for producing a good compromise
between the objetives.

In the approximations obtained using the method of weighted metrics, there
were large gaps between some Pareto optimal points (see PI). This is natural since
the NCS problem has integer variables. However, the gaps could also be due to
the method, if the method was unable to find some Pareto optimal solutions, for
example, because of the selection of the weighting coefficients. Therefore, the
scalarizing function of the GUESS method [20] was used to ensure that the gaps
in the approximations produced by the method of weighted metrics belong to the
Pareto optimal sets. The approximation produced by the scalarizing function of
the GUESS method was similar to the approximation obtained by the method of
weighted metrics with the Tchebycheff metric.

When we studied Pareto optimal sets of different problem instances we
found that, in all of the instances, there exists a compromise solution (or several
near-by solutions) that can be considered as a good candidate for the final solu-
tion. These candidates were, however, produced with different weighting coef-
ficient values in the method of weighted metrics and, therefore, another method
for producing the good compromise solution was needed. The method should
naturally be robust so that it can produce a good solution for any example and
preferable not have any artificial parameters. The methods studied in this phase
were the method of weighted metrics with L1 and L2 metrics, the method produc-
ing a neutral compromise solution (4) and the achievement scalarizing function
(6). We also used another formulation of problem (4) in which the scaling of the
objective functions was left out. These methods were selected because their ideas
are different and we wanted to test different kinds of methods in order to find the
most suitable for the NCS problem.

The method of weighted metrics with the L2-metric produced good com-
promise solutions only with a very large value of the first weighting coefficient
w1 in some problem instances. We studied different methods for scaling the ob-
jective functions to be of equal magnitude in this method, but unfortunately scal-
ing did not change the need for a large value for the weighting coefficient w1.
This kind of behaviour when the L2-metric was used was not expected. It seems
that this method with the L2-metric cannot handle objective functions that have
very different ranges, though the functions are scaled to be of equal magnitude.
Therefore, this method was not considered to be appropriate for our purposes.

The method of weighted metrics with the L1-metric, on the other hand, pro-
duced good compromise solutions with a large range of the weighting coefficient
values. However, there is a drawback in the L1-metric: if the Pareto optimal set
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is nonconvex, the method cannot find solutions located in the nonconvex part of
the set [5]. In addition, though the Pareto optimal set would be convex, the val-
ues of the weighting coefficients are difficult to choose beforehand because the
ranges in which the good compromise solutions are obtained were different in
each problem instance studied though we studied only few examples. Also the
scaling of the objective functions may affect the ranges, as was noticed when the
L2-metric was used. Therefore, we could conclude that the method of weighted
metrics cannot be considered to be robust enough to be used in an automatic
solution process.

It should be noted that the method of weighted metrics with the L1-metric
is the same as the well-known weighting method when (0, 0)T is used as the ref-
erence point. We studied also this version of the method since the weighting
method is usually the first thing that comes to mind when a multiobjective opti-
mization problem is to be solved. The weighting method has also the above men-
tioned drawback that if the Pareto optimal set is nonconvex, the method cannot
find all the solutions in the Pareto optimal set. The good compromise solutions of
the examples studied were found with a large range of the weighting coefficient
values. However, the values were different for each example and, therefore, it is
difficult to select such weighting coefficient values that the method would pro-
duce a good compromise for any problem instance. In addition, it is not clear how
the weighting coefficient values affect the solution: a small change in the values
can make the solution very different [20]. Therefore, the weighting method is not
suitable for solving the NCS problem.

As was mentioned earlier, we have used different methods for scaling the
objective functions to be of similar magnitude in the method of weighted metrics.
The methods for scaling are according to [29]: normalization, use of ten raised
to an appropriate power and range equalization factors. Normalization means
dividing the objective vector by its norm. Instead of normalization, we used an-
other similar scaling: we divided each objective function fi by its range in the
Pareto optimal set, that is, by znad

i − z∗i . The scaling that uses range equalization
factors multiplies each objective function by its range equalization factor

πi =
1
Ri

[
k

∑
j=1

1
Rj

]−1

,

where Ri is the range width of the ith objective function over the Pareto optimal
set [29]. The range width can be calculated as follows

Ri = znad
i − z∗∗i .

The different scaling methods used affected the ranges of the weighting coeffi-
cient values with which the good compromise solutions were obtained. However,
none of the methods was superior to the others when we consider the ranges of
the weighting coefficient values.

In the method producing a neutral compromise solution (4) as well as in the
achievement scalarizing function (6) the objective functions are already scaled
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to be of similar magnitude using the ideal and nadir objective vectors. We had
large hopes that the neutral compromise solution would be a good compromise
in the problem instances studied. Unfortunately, this was not the case in all the
instances (see PI). Therefore, we needed to adjust the method and it was done by
adding weighting coefficients which produced the achievement scalarizing func-
tion (6). We had hoped that we need not to define artificial parameters such as
weighting coefficients in the method selected since the selection of, for example,
weighting coefficient is not necessarily easy. However, the achievement scalar-
izing function (6) with values 1 and 2 for the weighting coefficients w1 and w2,
respectively, worked well in all the problem instances studied.

The selection of the weighting coefficient values was done by testing dif-
ferent values and observing how the solution is affected. The values 1 and 2 for
the coefficients w1 and w2, respectively, gave the best results. The objective func-
tions are already scaled to be of similar magnitude and the ratio of the weighting
coefficients represents the rate at which the user is willing to trade off values of
the objective functions. The user of a mobile terminal could be given the possi-
bility to change the values of the weighting coefficients. This would be done in
the settings of the mobile terminal when wanted and the values 1 and 2 would
be the default values. Thus, the user would not need to consider the weighting
coefficients unless he/she wants to.

It is important to note that the achievement scalarizing function (6) is not
as sensitive to the changes in the weighting coefficient values as the method of
weighted metrics because the scalarizing function has also other parameters that
affect the solution, such as the reference point, which is the middle point in the
Pareto optimal set in this case. Therefore, the selection of the weighting coef-
ficients is not as crucial in this method as in the method of weighted metrics.
The strengths of the achievement scalarizing function (6) are that it produces
Pareto optimal solutions and that it can find any (properly) Pareto optimal so-
lution. Note also that when we later studied some additional problem instances
(of which one example is presented in the next section) forming approximations
of their Pareto optimal sets, the achievement scalarizing function produced good
compromise solutions also for these new problem instances.

Before minimizing the achievement scalarizing function (6), the ideal and
nadir objective vectors have to be calculated. This means additional computa-
tions slowing down the solution method considerably. This can be avoided by
using their approximations. This is possible since the vectors are used mainly for
scaling the objective functions and the method is not very sensitive to changes
in the values of the vectors. Therefore, we have selected to use vector (0, 0)T to
approximate the ideal objective vector and to estimate the nadir objective vec-
tor from the problem data as follows. The first component of the vector is the
objective function value f1(x) related to a solution x where every component is
transferred using the slowest connection. The second component of the vector is
the objective function value f2(x) related to a solution x where every component
is transferred using the most expensive connection. These estimates are larger
than or equal to the components of the real nadir objective vector and, unfortu-
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nately, they may be very rough. However, the estimates are sufficient for our
purposes as noticed in PI.

Scalarization converts the original problem into a combinatorial single ob-
jective optimization problem. We have used the CPLEX 8.0 software package to
solve the single objective problems. CPLEX can solve linearly constrained opti-
mization problems in which the objective function is linear or quadratic [16]. The
variables may be continuous or integer-valued. CPLEX uses a branch-and-cut al-
gorithm [33] to solve (mixed) integer programming problems. Solving the NCS
problem using exact methods such as the branch-and-cut algorithm that CPLEX
uses is time-consuming. The computational results in PI showed that the solu-
tion to the achievement scalarizing function (6) is a good compromise between
the conflicting objectives but solving problem (6) is time-consuming using exact
methods. In addition, many exact methods need a lot of computational capacity
when solving the NCS problem. Therefore, a heuristic solution method giving
a solution near the optimal solution to the achievement scalarizing function (6)
is needed in our case. We have developed a fast heuristic for solving the NCS
problem. The heuristic is discussed in Section 5.3. Before that, in the next section,
we show an example of the NCS problem to clarify the situation.

5.2 Example

Next we present an example of the network connection selection problem in or-
der to illustrate the problem settings and the compromise solution produced by
minimizing the achievement scalarizing function (6). In this instance, there are 13
data components that are to be transferred using a set of eight network connec-
tions. The components are obtained from the Internet and they form a real web
page. The prices and rates of the connections are estimates for network connec-
tions of the near future. More information on how these estimated were obtained,
especially the prices, can be found in Section 6.2, in which we discuss the test in-
stances used.

In this example, the cost of transferring component j using network connec-
tion i is calculated using formula

cij = k0 + k1
√

ri · sj (7)

where ri is the rate of connection i (Kbits per second), sj is the size of component j
in bytes, and k0 and k1 are connection-specific coefficients. The connections form
three groups that have different parameter values in the pricing model. In the
first group, the values for parameters k0 and k1 are 300 and 1.1, respectively. In
the second group the values are 100 and 2.3, and in the third group 30 and 0.8,
respectively. The rates of the connections are 14.4, 59.2, and 384 Kbits per second
in the first group, 14.4, 59.2, and 115 Kbits per second in the second group, and
in the last group 14.4 and 59.2 Kbits per second. The price given by formula (7) is
multiplied by 10−5 in order to have it in euros.
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FIGURE 1 Pareto optimal solutions: star represents the solution to problem (6), triangle
the solution to problem (4), and the solutions depicted by squares minimize
time or costs.

An approximation of the Pareto optimal set for this problem instance is pre-
sented in Figure 1. The approximation contains some (not necessarily all) Pareto
optimal solutions and they show the form of the Pareto optimal set. The axis la-
belled time presents the value of the objective function f1 and the axis labelled
costs shows the value of the objective function f2. The approximation has been
formed by solving the augmented weighted Tchebycheff problem (3) with differ-
ent values of the weighting coefficients. The augmentation coefficient ρ was given
a value 0.001, and the problem was solved using CPLEX 8.0. In the approxima-
tion, the solutions obtained by minimizing only one of the objective functions are
depicted by squares. The solutions obtained by solving problems (4) and (6) (the
method producing a neutral compromise solution and the achievement scalariz-
ing function, respectively) are also presented in the figure. A triangle depicts the
neutral compromise solution (solution to problem (4)) and a star represents the
solution to the achievement scalarizing function (6).

It should be noted that because we are dealing with an integer programming
problem, the Pareto optimal set is a collection of points where there may be even
large gaps between the points. Therefore, there do not necessarily exist solutions
between the solution points depicted in Figure 1. In addition, it is important to
note that producing an approximation of a Pareto optimal set is time-consuming.
Therefore, it is not possible to form an approximation during the actual solution
procedure that has to be fast when this kind of a real-time problem is solved.
However, approximations of Pareto optimal sets can be used to evaluate solutions
when developing a solution method, as is done in PI.
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As can be seen in Figure 1, the solution to problem (6) is a good compromise
between the two objectives: The time used in transferring is small (1.78 seconds)
and the costs are reasonable (2.00 euros). In this problem instance, the neutral
compromise solution is also a good compromise with time of 3.33 seconds and
costs of 1.52 euros. However, in some test instances the neutral compromise so-
lution was far from a good compromise (see PI).

5.3 Heuristic

Since the NCS problem is NP-hard, it is unlikely that there exists a polynomial-
time algorithm to solve the problem. In other words, solving the NCS problem
using exact methods is computationally demanding, and it takes a lot of time to
solve large problem instances. In addition, exact methods require a lot of compu-
tational capacity which is limited in mobile terminals. Therefore, we have devel-
oped a heuristic to solve the NCS problem. The ideas of the heuristic were first
introduced in [27]. The ideas were developed further using computational tests
[26] and then the heuristic was presented in PII.

The basic idea of the heuristic is simple and absolutely not new: We form
an initial solution by assigning one component at a time to some connection. The
initial solution is then improved by local search using simple moves called 1-
exchanges. In a 1-exchange, a component is moved to another connection in the
solution if the solution quality improves. (The solution is, in this case, the as-
signment of the components to the network connections.) What is new in the
heuristic is that the solution quality is measured using the achievement scalar-
izing function (6). Usually in heuristics developed for scheduling problems, the
objectives are considered separately. For example, the objectives are minimized
one objective at a time or an upper bound is given to one objective and then the
other objective is minimized subject to that the upper bound is not exceeded.

Using a scalarizing function to measure the solution quality has the advan-
tage that we can consider as many objectives as wanted at the same time, and
if new objectives arise we do not have to develop a new solution method. This
is very appealing, especially in this case in which the problem is new and have
not being studied previously, because new objectives may arise when we learn
more about the problem. It should be noted that adding a new objective requires
naturally more research and tests but the same heuristic is still applicable to the
problem.

During the development of the heuristic, the basic idea of improving an
initial solution using 1-exchanges was kept unchanged. However, how the initial
solution should be formed was under a lot of study and many different versions
were considered. We studied, for example, the following methods:

• assigning the components to the connections in such a way that the number
of components on each connection is the same,
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• minimizing the time used in transferring,

• giving an upper bound on the time used in transferring and then assign-
ing as many components as possible to each connection starting from the
cheapest connection in such a way that the upper bound is not exceeded.
(Different values for the upper bound were naturally tested.)

The reason for studying this kind of methods for forming the initial solution was
that we hoped to form an initial solution which is easy to improve and in which
the components are assigned to the connections rather evenly. In those methods
in which the components are assigned one by one to the connections, ordering the
components before assigning them was studied: In addition to a random order,
descending and increasing orders of the components’ sizes were studied. These
different orders were studied also in the case of using the 1-exchanges to each
component in turn. In addition to different initial solutions, different functions
to measure the solution quality when using 1-exchanges were studied. However,
the achievement scalarizing function (6) was found the best for measuring the
solution quality during the entire heuristic.

In the final version of the heuristic, the initial solution is formed as follows:
The components are assigned one by one to the connection that gives the low-
est value of the achievement scalarizing function (6) to the current partial prob-
lem. The current partial problem consists of all the connections available and
the components that are already assigned (with fixed assignments) in addition
to the component that is to be assigned at the moment. The order in which the
components are assigned to the connections is random, since the other orders
studied did not improve the performance of the heuristic. After the initial solu-
tion is formed, the solution is improved using 1-exchanges to each component in
turn. In the 1-exchanges, the solution quality is measure using the achievement
scalarizing function (6). The 1-exchanges are applied to the components until a
stopping criterion is satisfied. The stopping criterion can be, for example, a cer-
tain number of times 1-exchanges applied. Based on the computational results
presented in PII, we have applied 1-exchanges to each component in turn twice.
After this improvement phase, the components are assigned to the connections
but the order of the components on each connection is still to be defined. The or-
der has no effect on the objective functions, that is, the time used in transferring
and the costs, as mentioned in Chapter 2, but it is needed when the components
are transferred. We have used a random order of the components, but the com-
ponents could be ordered, for example, according to their sizes.

The heuristic can be briefly summed up as follows.

1. Initial solution. For each component, find the network connection that gives
the lowest value of the scalarizing function (6) for the current partial prob-
lem, and assign the component to that connection. The current partial prob-
lem consists of all the connections, the component to be assigned at the
moment and the components that are already assigned (with fixed assign-
ments).
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2. Set the initial solution formed in the previous step as the current solution.

3. Improvements. Repeat twice: For each component, use a 1-exchange to im-
prove the current solution: Consider transferring the component using an-
other connection than the one it is currently assigned to. Select the con-
nection that gives the lowest value of the scalarizing function (6) when the
component is transferred using it and all the other assignments are fixed. If
the value of the scalarizing function is smaller than in the current solution,
set the component to the selected connection and set this solution as the
current solution.

4. Ordering. Order the components assigned to each network connection ac-
cording to some criteria. The components will be transferred in that order.

For more details of the heuristic, see PII.
The heuristic was computationally tested and the results of the tests are

presented in PII. The performance of the heuristic was compared to solving the
problem exactly using CPLEX 8.0. The solutions produced were compared with
respect to the values of the objective functions, that is, the time used in transfer-
ring and the costs. In addition, the difference between the heuristic and optimal
solutions was measured using the achievement scalarizing function (6). The com-
putational results showed that the heuristic performs well and finds a solution
near the optimal solution to the problem. We also compared the time used in
solving, that is, the time needed for finding a solution. The heuristic is fast and
the time needed for solving is short even for larger problem instances, whereas
the time needed for solving by CPLEX grows exponentially when the size of the
problem instance grows. CPLEX needs also a lot of computational capacity to
solve the problem, while the heuristic was developed avoiding that in order to
make it possible to implement it in a mobile terminal.

In the case of the problem instance presented in Section 5.2, the heuristic
produces a solution near the solution to the achievement scalarizing function (6).
The heuristic solution uses 2.02 seconds to transfer the data while the costs are
1.97 euros. (The corresponding values of the optimal solution to the achievement
scalarizing function (6) are 1.78 seconds and 2.00 euros.) The difference in the
value of the objective function (6) is 0.0135 between these two solutions. The
heuristic uses only little computational capacity and is fast. For this instance,
CPLEX uses 0.11 seconds of CPU time to solve problem (6) while the heuristic
uses 0.01 seconds.

One might ask why to use such a simple heuristic and not to develop the
heuristic further. First of all, based on the computational results, the heuristic
performs well: It finds a solution near the optimal solution to the achievement
scalarizing function (6). Secondly, the method developed should be fast and use
only little computational capacity since it is to be implemented in a mobile termi-
nal. In addition, so far we have considered a static environment in which there are
no changes in the network conditions during a transfer. This assumption is not
always valid since wireless networks are highly dynamic. Therefore, the heuris-
tic needs to be modified to take into account changing network conditions during
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the transfer. In this case, the heuristic should not use a lot of time in finding a so-
lution since the solution may become infeasible and then a new solution needs
to be found. In the next chapter we will discuss dynamic network environments
and how the heuristic is modified to take into account the changing conditions.



6 DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT

Wireless networks are dynamic and conditions in the networks may change very
rapidly. For example, congestion can slow down a network connection notably.
In addition, pricing of network connections can vary in time: Dynamic network
pricing has been considered as a promising economical approach for solving con-
gestion problems that have been diminishing the benefits of the wireless Internet
[24]. Naturally, also the movement of a mobile terminal can cause changes in
the wireless environment: New networks may appear and network connections
may be lost. Therefore, we need to take into account the dynamic nature of the
wireless networks. The heuristic presented in PII assumes a static environment
in which the conditions do not change during the transmission. This kind of an
assumption is valid only when the transmission time is very short and, even then,
we cannot assure that the conditions do not change. In this chapter, we discuss
an improved version of the heuristic that takes into account changing network
conditions during the transfer (Section 6.1). We also briefly discuss the computa-
tional tests run using a simulator and the test instances used in the tests during
this research (Section 6.2).

6.1 Dynamic heuristic

As stated in [14], a schedule is optimal only when the real world behaves as ex-
pected when the schedule is executed. Therefore, it is not wise to use a lot of
time and effort to find an optimal schedule (or a solution to a dynamically chang-
ing problem) when we cannot predict the real world behaviour. Keeping this in
mind, we have studied the case in which the network conditions may change
during the transmission. We have concentrated on developing a computationally
light method that reacts to changing network conditions. The method is called
the dynamic heuristic and it is based on the same ideas as the heuristic presented
in the previous chapter and in PII, which is called the static heuristic. The idea of
the dynamic heuristic is shortly introduced in PIII. In more detail, the dynamic
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heuristic is presented in PIV, in which simulation results of using it are also pre-
sented.

When the dynamic heuristic was developed as well as in the simulations
run for testing the heuristic, we have considered four kinds of changes in the
wireless network environment: a network connection currently available is lost, a
new network connection becomes available, the transmission rate of a connection
changes and the price of a connection changes. The availability of a connection
can naturally change due to the movement of a mobile terminal. It is also natural
that transmission rates change during a transmission because of, for example,
congestion on networks. However, it is not clear if the price of a connection can
change during a transmission. The user of a mobile terminal is a customer of the
operator charging for the use of a connection. The customers must know how
much the transmission will cost and, therefore, the prices cannot change without
the customers knowing it. Though it might be complicated, we have considered
also this case in which the prices can change during a transmission. The idea
behind this scenario is that the users pay only for the rate they use. In other
words, the price is dependent on the transmission rate used at the moment and
when the rate changes also the price changes. This kind of a pricing would be fair
to the customer but it is not simple to define how the price information could be
given in real-time so that the customer would be aware of the price all the time. In
addition, the operators might not want to use such a pricing method. This issue
is, however, out of the scope of this thesis.

The dynamic heuristic uses the static heuristic to form the transmission
schedule before the transmission is begun. The transmission schedule that is
followed during the transmission is changed during the transmission if a bet-
ter schedule is available. The quality of the schedule is measured as in the static
heuristic using the scalarizing function (6). In other words, a new schedule is bet-
ter than the old one if the value of the scalarizing function for the new schedule is
lower than the value of the old schedule. The new improved schedule is formed
by using 1-exchanges which are also used in the static heuristic. This improve-
ment phase of the dynamic heuristic is kept simple and fast in order to make it
possible to use the method during the transmission without slowing down the
transmission. The improvement phase considers a partial problem that consists
of all the currently available connections and those components that are waiting
to be transferred. The components that are currently being transferred are not
considered here and their transmissions can continue during the calculations of
the new improved schedule. The transmission of the other components is not
allowed until a new schedule is found. Note that if a network connection is lost
during the transfer of a component, the component has to be transferred again
using another connection. Then, this component is also considered in the partial
problem. If the new schedule formed is better than the current one (measured us-
ing the scalarizing function (6)) the rest of the components are transferred using
the new schedule.

It is not wise to try to improve the schedule constantly during the transmis-
sion, because the transmission of the components that are not yet been transferred
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is not allowed until a new schedule is formed, even though the schedule might
not be changed. In addition, the computational capacity of mobile terminals is
limited, and it should not be waisted in unnecessary calculations. Therefore, we
have limited running the improvement phase of the dynamic heuristic to three
situation: when a network connection is lost, a new connection has appeared or a
change in the transmission rates or prices is large enough. In the case of a lost con-
nection, it is important to run the improvement phase. Before the improvement
phase using the 1-exchanges is run, the components that are assigned to the lost
connection and have not yet been transferred have to be assigned to other con-
nections. (If a component was being transferred when the connection was lost,
the component has to be transferred again and also this component is assigned
to a new connection.) The assignment of the components to new connections is
done similarly as in the static heuristic when the initial solution is formed: Each
component is assigned to the network connection available that gives the low-
est value of the scalarizing function (6) to the partial problem consisting of the
currently available connections and the components that are already assigned in
addition to the component being assigned. In the case in which a new connec-
tion has appeared the schedule is still feasible, but an improved schedule may
be obtained by using the new connection. In this case, the improvement phase
can be run without any additional preparations. Similarly, when there has hap-
pened a change in the transmission rates and prices, an improved schedule may
be available. If the change is small, it is unlikely that there exists a better sched-
ule. Therefore, we have set a limit on running the improvement phase in the case
of a change, and require that the change is larger than a predetermined bound
B. How the dynamic heuristic responds to a change in the network conditions is
summarized in Figure 2, in which rescheduling refers to running the improvement
phase of the dynamic heuristic in order to find a new improved schedule.

The dynamic heuristic can be summarized as follows.

1. Initialization. Use the static heuristic to form a transmission schedule that is
followed during the transmission.

2. Change in the network conditions. When a change in the network conditions
occurs, control which connections are currently available and which com-
ponents are waiting to be transferred using the connections available. Re-
member the current assignment of the components to the connections.

Depending on the type of the change, do the following.

• Lost connection. If a connection was lost, remove components that are
waiting to be transferred using the lost connection from the transmis-
sion schedule. If the transfer of a component was interrupted when the
connection was lost, remove also this component from the transmis-
sion schedule. Assign these components to the available connections:
For each component, assign the component to the connection that gives
the lowest value of the scalarizing function (6) to the partial problem
consisting of all the available connections, the components waiting to
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FIGURE 2 How the dynamic heuristic responds to a change in the network conditions.

be transferred using these connections (with fixed assignments) and
the component currently being assigned. Go to Step 3 and use this
assignment as the initial solution.

• New connection. If a new connection has appeared, go to Step 3 and use
the current transmission schedule as the initial solution.

• Change in the rates and prices. If the largest change is larger than B, go to
Step 3 and use the current transmission schedule as the initial solution.
Otherwise continue with the current transmission schedule.

3. Rescheduling. Set the initial solution as the current solution. Use reschedul-
ing to each component in turn: Consider a set of solutions where the compo-
nent is assigned to another connection instead of the connection to which
it is assigned in the current solution. Select among the solutions the one
having the lowest value of the scalarizing function (6) to be a rescheduling
solution. If the rescheduling solution has a lower value of the scalarizing
function (6) than the current solution, set the rescheduling solution as the
current solution.

4. New transmission schedule. Set the current solution formed in the previous
step as the final solution. If the final solution is different from the current
transmission schedule, form a new transmission schedule from the final so-
lution by ordering the components on each connection according to some
criteria, and use this new schedule to transfer the components.

(For more details of the dynamic heuristic, see PIV.)
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How to define when a change is large enough is not an easy question. We
have run simulations and based on the results we have concluded in PIV that a
default value for the limit of a large change is 40% of the previous rate or price.
In other words, if a change in the transmission rates or prices is larger than 40%
the change is large enough. The results of the simulations presented in PIV were
not easy to interpret, because different limits for the amount of a large change
gave results that were difficult to compare without a decision maker. Thus, the
results showed that it would be advantageous to know some preferences of the
user of the mobile terminal. We have concentrated on developing an automatic
solution method in which the user is not involved, and an automatic method for
selecting the connections used for transferring is clearly needed. However, some
kind of preference information given a priori would be helpful. The preference
information could be given in the settings of the mobile terminal when wanted,
and default values would be used otherwise. This preference information could
be given, for example, in a user profile, and it would help in deciding when the
schedule should be improved during the transmission. More discussion on this
issue can be found in Chapter 8.

6.2 Computational tests

In this section, we briefly discuss the computational tests run when developing
the dynamic heuristic and the test instances used in the computational tests run
during this research.

In order to test the dynamic heuristic a simulator was needed. We imple-
mented a simulator that generates three kinds of changes in the network envi-
ronment: a network connection is lost, a new connection appears or the rate of a
connection changes. The simulator was written in programming language C++
and it was run on a UNIX environment in a computer with a 550 MHz PA-RISC
processor. In the tests run using the simulator, the performance of the dynamic
heuristic was compared to the performance of the static heuristic. This was done
by transferring data using two different strategies in the simulations: In the first
strategy, the transmission schedule given by the static heuristic was followed dur-
ing the entire transmission. The second strategy used the dynamic heuristic and
changed the transmission schedule when a better schedule was available. Since
the first strategy used fixed assignments of the components, the transmission was
stopped on a connection if the connection was lost, until the connection was avail-
able again. The other strategy, on the other hand, moved the components to other
connections if a connection was lost.

We have run 2000 simulations with 25 different test instances, and the re-
sults are presented in PIV. In the simulations, we have used both fixed pricing
and dynamic pricing for the use of the network connections. In the fixed pric-
ing, the price of using a network connection is constant during the transmission
though the transmission rate may change. In the dynamic pricing, on the other
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hand, the price is dependent on the transmission rate and changes accordingly
during the transmission. A change in the transmission rates is observed imme-
diately and the new rate is valid from that moment on. However, the new price
based on the new transmission rate is valid from the transmission of the next
component. This way it is possible to stop using the connection if its price is not
acceptable. For more information on the simulations and the results, see PIV.

We next discuss the test instances used in this research with a special em-
phasis on the pricing models used.

Test instances

We have used different test instances in the different phases of our research. Each
test instance consists of a set of network connections and a set of data components
that are to be transferred using the network connections. The components of
each test instance are obtained from the Internet and they each form a real web
page. The web pages were selected randomly from the known web pages. In
the first phase of testing different multiobjective optimization methods, we had
a selection criterion for the web pages: The number of components had to be
quite small in order to make it possible to calculate approximations of the Pareto
optimal set using different methods in a reasonable time using CPLEX. In the
other phases, there was no limitations or criteria for selecting a web page to be
used in the test instances.

The network connections used in the test instances were formed in such a
way that they represent possible wireless connections available in the near future.
Since we cannot predict the pricing of the future network connections, we have
used different pricing models. The parameters of the pricing models were given
values based on fitting current data transmission prices for GSM and UMTS net-
works in Finland into the pricing models using the method of least squares. We
next present the different pricing models used.

In the test instances, the cost of transferring component j through network
connection i (denoted by cij) is calculated using formula

cij = g(Bi) · Sj + k, (8)

where Sj is the size of component j in bits, Bi is the transmission rate of connection
i (bits/s), and k ≥ 0 represents fixed costs of the transfer. Function g is used to
calculate variable costs of the transfer related to the size of the component. The
variable costs depend also on the transmission rate of the connection. We have
used three different functions g1, g2, and g3 to model the variable costs.

The first function g1 models the price as linearly dependent on the transmis-
sion rate B:

g1(B) = k1B,

where k1 is a connection-specific coefficient. The higher the transmission rate is,
the higher the price per bit is. The second function g2 defines an exponential
relation between the price and the transmission rate:

g2(B) = k1 exp(k2B),
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where k1 and k2 are connection-specific coefficients. This function models a situ-
ation where high-speed connections are very expensive. The reason for this may
be, for example, an attempt to prevent congestion in networks. The third function
g3 is the most often used model for network pricing [24]. It is a function in which
the exponent is less than one. In this case, the exponent is 0.5. Thus, we have

g3(B) = k1
√

B,

where k1 is again a connection-specific coefficient. In this function, the price is
less strongly dependent on the transmission rate than in functions g1 and g2.

Using these pricing models five sets of network connections were formed,
each set containing three to eight network connections. In the sets having more
than three network connections, there are connections that have the same rate
but different prices. These connections represent competing operators that have
similar networks to offer for the customers but use different pricing for the use
of the network. The sets of network connections were randomly combined with
different web pages that form the data to be transferred. This way we obtained
the test instances used in the computational tests run. It should be noted that
different test instances were used in the different computational tests run during
this research. Thus, the test instances used when developing the static heuristic
were not used in the simulations run in order to test the dynamic heuristic.



7 PRECEDENCE CONSTRAINTS

So far, we have assumed that the data components that are transferred are in-
dependent of each other. This has made it possible to transfer them in any or-
der. However, in some cases, the data may contain some components that have
to be transferred before some other components. For example, if the data to be
transferred contains a compression program and data components that have been
compressed using the program, it is natural to transfer the program first so that
the data components can be decompressed as soon as they arrive at the destina-
tion. When there are such priorities between the components we need to take
into account the order already in the mathematical model as well as when the
components are assigned to the connections. This complicates the problem.

In this chapter, we consider a case of the NCS problem in which there are
precedence relations between components requiring that some components have
to arrive at the destination earlier than some others. We give a mathematical
model of the problem and discuss solving it. This problem case with precedence
relations has not been considered in the included articles. When we began study-
ing the NCS problem we decided not to consider precedence relations in the early
phases of the research for two reason. First, the NCS problem with precedence
relations is much more complicated to solve than the NCS problem considered
so far which already has many challenges. Second, if it is not absolutely essen-
tial that all the precedence relations are followed, the precedence relations can
be taken into account in the heuristic presented in Section 5.3 in such a way that
at least some precedence relations are followed. We discuss this issue in more
detail after we have presented a mathematical model for the NCS problem with
precedence relations.

7.1 Model

Let us assume that there are n components to be transferred using m network
connections. A precedence relation marked by i ≺ j claims that component i has
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to arrive at the destination before component j is transferred. For a mathematical
model of the NCS problem with precedence relations between some components,
the following variables are needed: Variable Ci, i = 0, . . . , n, denotes the time
component i arrives at the destination. Variable yjk, j = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , m,
is given value 1 when component j is transferred using network connection k,
otherwise it is zero. Variable xijk, i = 0, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , m, equals
1 when component j is transferred immediately after component i on connection
k, otherwise it is zero. In addition, a dummy component 0 is needed in order to
be able to calculate the arrival time for the first component transferred on each
connection. The dummy component is transferred in null time, that is, the arrival
time of the dummy component C0 is always zero. Now, the NCS problem with
precedence relations can be formulated as follows.

minimize f1(x) = max
j=1,...,n

Cj and f2(x) =
n

∑
j=1

m

∑
k=1

cjkyjk (9)

subject to
n

∑
i=0,i 6=j

m

∑
k=1

xijk = 1 for all j = 1, . . . , n, (10)

n

∑
i=0,i 6=j

xijk = yjk for all j = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , m (11)

n

∑
j=1,j 6=i

xijk ≤ yik for all i = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , m (12)

n

∑
j=1

x0jk ≤ 1 for all k = 1, . . . , m (13)

Cj ≥
m

∑
k=1

(Ci + djk)xijk for all j = 1, . . . , n, i = 0, . . . , n, i 6= j

(14)

Cj ≥ Ci +
m

∑
k=1

djkyjk for all i, j = 1, . . . , n, i ≺ j (15)

xijk ∈ {0, 1} for all i = 0, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , m
(16)

yjk ∈ {0, 1} for all j = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , m (17)

Ci ≥ 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n (18)
C0 = 0 (19)

The first objective function to be minimized is the time used in transferring
and the second objective function denotes the total costs of the transfers. Con-
straints (10) require that each component is transferred exactly once in a specific
time slot using exactly one network connection. Constraints (11) define that a
component follows immediately its preceding component on the network con-
nection that is used for transferring them. Constraints (12) define in turn that
each component is immediately followed by at most one component. Constraints
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(13) require that on each connection there is only one component to be transferred
first. The arrival times of the components are given by constraints (14) and prece-
dence constraints (15) make sure that the precedence relations are followed in the
solution. The objective function f1 is nonlinear. However, we can make the model
linear by using an additional variable as was done in Chapter 2 for the original
model without the precedence constraints.

Note that a set of constraints used in the original model of the NCS problem
presented in Chapter 2,

m

∑
k=1

yjk = 1, j = 1, . . . , n,

is not needed in this model. These constraints are always valid because of con-
straints (10) and (11). In some cases, we might need another kind of a precedence
relation, marked again by i ≺ j, that defines that component i has to arrive at the
destination before component j arrives. This kind of a precedence relation would
be more natural in the case of the NCS problem. It can be achieved in the above
model by replacing the precedence constraints (15) with the following precedence
constraints:

Cj ≥ Ci for all i, j = 1, . . . , n, i ≺ j. (20)

The total amount of variables in this model is n2m + 2nm + n (disregarding
the dummy variable C0). The number of constraints without the precedence con-
straints (15) and the constraints giving the ranges of the variables is n2 + 2nm +
n + m. In the original model without the precedence constraints, the number of
variables is nm, and the number of constraints without the constraints giving the
ranges of the variables is n. Thus, solving this model is much more difficult than
solving the original model. Let us now consider one possible solution approach
to the problem with precedence relations.

7.2 Solution approach

The above presented mathematical model of the NCS problem with precedence
relations contains many variables and constraints. Therefore, it is difficult to solve
the problem. The heuristic presented in Section 5.3 can be modified to solve also
this case of the NCS problem. However, the solution quality may not be the best
possible. Let us consider two cases of the NCS problem with precedence relations
and how the heuristic could be modified to solve these cases.

If it is not essential that the transmission schedule obeys all the precedence
contraints, these constraints can be considered as soft constraints. Soft constraints
differ from regular constraints (that are called hard constraints in this case) in
that a solution that does not obey the soft constraints is still feasible, whereas a
solution that does not obey regular (hard) constraints is not a feasible solution to
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the problem. If the precedence constraints can be considered as soft constraints,
the heuristic presented in Section 5.3 can be applied also to this problem: Af-
ter the components have been assigned to the connections, the components are
ordered on each connection in such a way that the precedence constraints are
valid on each connection. Naturally, some constraints are not necessarily valid
in the transmission schedule obtained this way. The ordering of the components
on each connection could also be done in such a way that the components on the
other connections are taken into account. Thus, the components could be ordered
on all the connections at the same time with special consideration given to those
components that are involved in the precedence relations. However, we cannot
guarantee that all the precedence constraints are valid in the schedule formed this
way either.

If it is necessary to follow the precedence relations, that is, the precedence
constraints are not soft, the constraints should be taken into account already
when the components are assigned to the connections. This complicates the prob-
lem notably. In [13], three heuristic algorithms for solving a parallel machines
scheduling problem with precedence constraints are presented. The objective in
the problem considered is to minimize the makespan, so the heuristics presented
are not directly applicable to the NCS problem, in which we want to minimize
also the costs. Two of the heuristics presented first assign the jobs (components
in the case of the NCS problem) to the machines (connections) and then order
them according to the precedence constraints. The number of precedence con-
straints is assumed to be small so that it is possible to assign the components
first and order them afterwards. A similar heuristic could be developed to the
NCS problem with the precedence relations by using the heuristic presented in
Section 5.3 in the assignment phase and then ordering the components on each
connection in such a way that the precedence constraints are satisfied. Since the
precedence constraints are not soft in this case, a simple ordering might not result
in a feasible solution. Then, idle time needs to be inserted between transmissions
of some components, which means that after the transmission of a component is
finished there is a pause before the transmission of the next component on the
same connection is started. The idle time inserted can naturally make the solu-
tion worse. However, if there are many components and only few precedence
constraints, it is more likely that no idle time needs to be inserted or the idle time
inserted is short.

This issue needs further study and, thus, the NCS problem with precedence
relations will be considered in the future among other future research topics,
which are summarized in the next chapter.



8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this thesis, we have studied a problem called the network connection selection
(NCS) problem. The problem consists of deciding which network connection to
use for each component of data that is to be transferred using a set of different
kinds of network connections available. The NCS problem has been formulated
as a multiobjective integer programming problem in which the objectives are to
minimize both the time used in transferring and the costs of the transfer. The
aim of this study has been to develop an automatic solution method that can be
implemented in mobile terminals. The NCS problem has not been studied in
the literature earlier, and we have not found any existing methods that could be
directly applied to the NCS problem. Therefore, we have developed a solution
method by ourselves.

Before we started developing the solution method, we formulated the NCS
problem mathematically and studied the problem settings with the help of some
problem instances in PI. The aim of this phase was to learn about the properties
of the problem considered, for example, the shape of the Pareto optimal set and
then to find a suitable multiobjective optimization method that produces a good
compromise between the conflicting objectives. In PI, different multiobjective
optimization methods were tested and the most suitable for our purposes was
selected.

Solving the NCS problem is difficult since the problem is NP-hard. In addi-
tion, to make it possible to implement the solution method in mobile terminals,
the solution method should be fast and use only little computational capacity.
Therefore, we needed to develop a heuristic to solve the problem. The heuristic is
presented in PII, and it is a simple local search heuristic that solves the problem
fast. Though the heuristic is simple, it is efficient: the computational results in
PII showed that the heuristic reliably finds a solution near the optimal solution.

The heuristic presented in PII was developed under an assumption that the
network environment is static, that is, there happens no changes in the network
conditions during the transfer. This kind of an assumption is valid only when
the transmission time is very short. Therefore, we have considered a dynamic
network environment in PIII. The heuristic presented in PII was improved to
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take into account possibly changing network condition in PIII. This version of
the heuristic is called the dynamic heuristic. The dynamic heuristic was shortly
presented in PIII. In PIV, the dynamic heuristic was presented in more detail,
and the results of the simulations run for testing the dynamic heuristic were also
presented.

The solution method developed for the NCS problem is general and it can be
applied to other multiobjective integer programming problems as well. The NCS
problem contains only two objective functions but the method is also applicable
to problems with more than two objective functions. This is a good property
since there are many issues involving the NCS problem that have not yet been
considered. For example, we can consider a case of the problem in which the data
components can be compressed before the transmission in such a way that they
will be transferred faster. The time used in compressing a component has to be
taken into account when considering the total time used in transferring so that it
is not necessarily wise to compress every component. In addition, compressing a
component makes energy consumption of the mobile terminal larger and also this
issue should be considered when making the decisions. The energy consumption
could be considered as the third objective function in addition to the time used in
transferring and the costs.

The solution method developed is automatic, that is, we do not ask the user
of a mobile terminal for any preferences. However, the simulation results of test-
ing the dynamic heuristic implied that some kind of preference information from
the user would be helpful in the solution method. In the future, we will consider
this issue of how the preference information could be given in advance in such a
way that the user would not be involved in the actual solution procedure. Nat-
urally, not all the users are interested in giving preference information but the
users could be given the possibility to give it if wanted. This could be done, for
example, in the settings of a mobile terminal by introducing a user profile. In
the profile, the user could, for example, deny the use of a network connection if
he/she feels that the connection is too expensive or otherwise not satisfying. The
user could also express how important the costs are to him/her, as well as the
time used in transferring. The user profile could be updated as often as wanted,
and if some values were not given, default values would be used.

In the future, we will also study the NCS problem in which there are prece-
dence relations between components. In Chapter 7, we already presented a math-
ematical formulation of the problem and discussed one way to deal with the
precedence relations. The solution approach proposed is not necessarily the best
possible, and it requires further study and computational tests.

The NCS problem has arisen in the field of telecommunications, but it can
also be used to model another kind of a transmission problem, namely the trans-
mission of goods using different vehicles. For example, a warehouse needs to
transfer goods in containers of various sizes. The containers can be transferred
using trucks, trains, airplanes and ships, depending naturally on the case, and
all of these vehicles have different rates at which the containers are transferred
as well as different prices for the transfer. In addition, there are many companies
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offering their services in the field of logistics, and the selection between these
companies and different transmission methods could be done using the methods
provided for the NCS problem. It should, however, be noted that there is more
time available for making the selections in the case of goods than in the original
NCS problem and, therefore, the heuristic is not necessarily needed for solving
the problem as in the case of wireless networks. Also other application areas of
the NCS problem should be studied in the future.



YHTEENVETO (FINNISH SUMMARY)

Tulevaisuuden langattomissa verkoissa päätelaitteen, kuten esimerkiksi matka-
puhelimen, käyttäjä ei ole rajoitettu käyttämään vain tiettyä tiedonsiirtokanavaa,
vaan hän voi vapaasti valita useista eri operaattorien tarjoamista kanavista. Tässä
väitöskirjassa tutkitaan tilannetta, jossa päätelaite voi käyttää useita tiedonsiir-
tokanavia samanaikaisesti tiedon eri osien lähettämiseen ja myös vaihtaa käytet-
täviä tiedonsiirtokanavia lähetyksen aikana. Tällöin käyttäjä voi periaatteessa
itse valita mitä kanavia hän käyttää kulloisenkin informaation eri osien lähet-
tämiseen tai vastaanottamiseen. Koska vaihtoehtoja on paljon, voi valitseminen
olla hidasta ja vaikeaa, eivätkä käyttäjät välttämättä ole halukkaita kuluttamaan
aikaa siihen. Sen sijaan väitöskirjassa esitelty valinnan automatisointi mahdollis-
taa käyttäjille helpon tavan hyödyntää useaa tiedonsiirtokanavaa yhtä aikaa.

Tässä työssä mallinnettu usean tiedonsiirtokanavan käyttö samanaikaisesti
nopeuttaa tiedonsiirtoa. Lisäksi vapaammat valinnanmahdollisuudet eri palve-
luntarjoajien välillä voivat laskea tiedonsiirron hintoja. Tiedonsiirron nopeus ja
hinta ovatkin usein päätelaitteen käyttäjän kannalta tärkeimpiä ominaisuuksia
tiedonsiirtokanavaa valittaessa. Tässä tutkimuksessa valinnan kriteereinä käyte-
täänkin tiedonsiirron kestoa ja kustannuksia. Keston ja kustannusten minimointi
ovat kuitenkin ristiriitaisia tavoitteita, sillä nopein tiedonsiirtotapa on harvoin
myös halvin. Tiedonsiirtokanavien valinta mallinnetaankin monitavoitteiseksi
optimointiongelmaksi, jossa kaikkia tavoitteita ei voida yhtäaikaa saavuttaa vaan
etsitään hyvää kompromissia niiden väliltä.

Väitöskirjan päätuloksena esitellään mallinnetulle valintaongelmalle auto-
maattinen heuristinen optimointimenetelmä, joka etsii hyvän kompromissirat-
kaisun nopeasti. Menetelmä käyttää vain vähän laskentakapasiteettia, jotta al-
goritmi voidaan ajaa päätelaitteissa, joissa ei ole juurikaan ylimääräistä kapa-
siteettia käytettävänä. Menetelmä myös ottaa huomioon jatkuvasti muuttuvan
verkkoympäristön ja tarvittaessa päivittää ratkaisua tiedonsiirron aikana.
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Abstract

In future wireless networks, a mobile terminal will be able to communicate with a service provider using several
network connections. These connections to networks will have different properties and they will be priced separately.
In order to minimize the total communication time and the total transmission costs, an automatic method for selecting
the network connections is needed. Here, we describe the network connection selection problem and formulate it
mathematically. We discuss solving the problem and analyse different multiobjective optimization approaches
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1. Introduction

Future fourth-generation (4G) wireless networks will offer global roaming across many wireless net-
works [1]. This means that mobile terminals will be able to use multiple wireless connections to networks
simultaneously. For example, data can be sent using a Bluetooth connection while communicating through
a GPRS connection. In addition, it will be possible to select a network connection among those offered
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by different network operators. Thus, a mobile terminal will be able to use any available connection to
a network to transfer data [2]. The data may consist of several distinct components, for example, a web
page is composed of pictures and text parts, and also short video streams can be compressed into multiple
data components. These different components can be transferred using separate network connections.
The connections may have very different characteristics, like price and transmission rate, which makes
the selection of connections difficult for the user of the mobile terminal. Therefore, an automatic network
connection selection method is needed.

Not only the users of mobile terminals but also service operators that use networks of other operators
may need automated network selection. Currently, service operators work mainly with only one network
operator, but it is possible that in the future a service operator will be able to make agreements with
several network operators. Service operators could then provide mobile terminals with a program that
would request bids from network operators to transfer data. Based on the answers, the program would
select network operators for the mobile terminal to be used in the data transmission.

In many cases, for example, when a web page is to be transferred, the amount of data to be transferred
(that is, the size and the number of the components) is known in advance. In these cases, data transmission
can be considered as transaction-based communication. The quality of service (QoS) in this kind of
transaction-based transmission describes the time it takes to complete a transaction and the packet loss
rate [1]. We consider here only the time, because our transactions are time-sensitive and the packet loss
rate can be considered to be negligible.

The users of mobile terminals, as well as the service operators, naturally want the best possible quality
of service with the lowest possible price. In other words, they want the data to be transferred as fast as
possible while the transfer costs are as low as possible. Thus, the objectives of the network connection
selection problem that we consider in this paper are to minimize both the time and the costs of the transfer.
Minimizing the time and the costs are conflicting objectives since usually the faster the transfer, the more
expensive it is. Therefore, we need a compromise solution that guarantees that the transfer is fast enough
and the costs are not too high. In this paper, we analyse different multiobjective solution approaches in
order to find a method that produces a good compromise solution for our network connection selection
problem.

2. Literature review

The network connection selection (NCS) problem can be briefly described as follows. A set of available
network connections is given with known properties, such as transmission rate and price. Data consisting
of distinct components are to be transferred using the network connections. The problem is to select a
network connection for each component of the data in such a way that both the time used in transferring
and the costs are minimized. The goal is to develop a fast automatic solution method that gives a good
compromise between the objectives without any human interaction.

The NCS problem has not been studied before in the literature. It is not a routing problem, where the
objective is to find a route or a path from a source to a destination [3], but an assignment problem. In other
words, we do not consider the actual routing of the data, but the selection of the network connections to
be used in transmission. Inside each network, the routing algorithms handle the actual physical routing
of the data from the source to the destination.
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The NCS problem resembles three problem types studied previously in the literature. The prob-
lems are parallel machine scheduling [4], load balancing [5] and the generalized assignment prob-
lem [6]. Parallel machine scheduling is actually a group of problems, whereas the two other prob-
lems are more specific and, though they are treated as separate problems, they can also be regarded
as parallel machine scheduling problems. We next discuss briefly the differences between these
problems.

As already mentioned, parallel machine scheduling problems include different kinds of problems. The
common feature is that in these problems, a set of jobs has to be processed on a set of machines. The
NCS can be seen as a scheduling problem, where machines represent different network connections and
each component forms a job that has to be processed on one of the machines. The machines are in this
case uniform parallel machines, which means that the machines are identical, that is, they perform the
same operation, but they have different speeds that do not depend on the job. Each job is processed on
one machine, and the goal is to minimize the total costs of processing the jobs and the makespan, which
is the time when all the jobs are processed.1

The load balancing problem is a special case of the parallel machine scheduling problem where the
jobs arrive on-line, that is, one by one [5]. The traditional objective in load balancing is to minimize
the maximum load on the machines. The difference between our NCS problem and the load balancing
problem is that in the NCS all the jobs are known in advance, that is, they do not arrive one at a time, and
we consider two objectives: in addition to maximum load, which can be interpreted as the time needed
to process the jobs, we are also interested in minimizing the costs.

In the generalized assignment problem, there is also a set of machines that process jobs but the machines
have finite capacities that restrict the assignment of jobs. In other words, we cannot assign more jobs to
a machine than the capacity of the machine allows. The objective in the generalized assignment problem
is to minimize the cost of the assignments. The main difference between the generalized assignment
problem and the parallel machine scheduling problems is that in the latter also the order of the jobs on
each machine usually has to be determined. It should be noted that there can be capacity restrictions
also in scheduling problems. The difference between the NCS problem and the generalized assignment
problem is that in the NCS problem there are no capacity limits on machines (that is, no limits on how
many data components can be assigned to each network connection), and in addition to the costs we want
to minimize also the time.

In [6], a multiobjective model of the generalized assignment problem is presented where the capacity
restrictions are not used as constraints but the aim is to minimize, in addition to the costs, also the amount
of capacity each machine needs. The capacity needed for processing a job can be thought of as the time
that it takes to process a job. In that case, the NCS problem can be seen as a generalized assignment
problem where instead of having a time limit as the constraint we minimize both the costs and the time
that it takes to process all the jobs. Though the multiobjective generalized assignment problem has been
shortly introduced in [6], we are not aware of any further study regarding it. The algorithms suggested in
[6] for the multiobjective generalized assignment problem are an interactive method requiring a human

1 Using the three field notation introduced in [7] for scheduling problems, the problem can be stated as Q‖Cmax,
∑

fj

where Q denotes uniform parallel machines, Cmax is the makespan and fj denotes the cost of processing job j.
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decision maker and a method producing many Pareto optimal solutions among which the final solution
is selected by a decision maker. Because our aim is to develop an automatic solution method, these
algorithms cannot be used to solve the NCS problem.

In scheduling, multiple objectives have been mostly considered in the case of single machine problems,
and the studies have rarely involved any multiobjective analysis, as emphasized in [8]. In the few papers
dealing with multiobjective scheduling, the aim has been either to find all the Pareto optimal solutions
to the problem, or a good representation of them (see for example [9,10]) or to minimize the objectives
in a predefined lexicographic order of importance (see for example [11,12]). Since our aim is to develop
an automatic solution method that produces a good compromise, a method producing many solutions is
not useful. In addition, we cannot a priori define which of the objectives is absolutely more important.
Therefore, these methods are not applicable to our problem.

Another approach to minimize the makespan (the time) and the costs has been presented in [13]. The
algorithm presented is a polynomial-time approximation algorithm that requires upper bounds C and T
to be given a priori for the costs and the makespan, respectively. The algorithm gives a solution with
costs C and makespan of at most 2T , if there exists a schedule with costs C and makespan T. A drawback
in this kind of an algorithm is the selection of the upper bounds: they should be large enough to get a
solution, and small enough to get a good solution. Another disadvantage is that the solution obtained may
be unsatisfactory since the makespan may be twice its limit.

In [14], solving a general multiobjective scheduling problem has been divided into three subproblems:
modelling the problem, taking into account the objectives and scheduling. The first phase, modelling the
problem, means defining the scheduling problem and the objectives to be taken into account. In the second
phase, the problem is to decide how the conflicting objectives will be taken into account, that is, how
a compromise solution between the objectives can be obtained. In the last phase, the actual scheduling
problem is solved and a solution to the multiobjective scheduling problem is obtained.

In this paper, we concentrate on modelling the problem and taking into account the objectives. Thus,
we are not developing an actual algorithm for solving the network connection selection problem, but
we aim at finding a multiobjective optimization method that produces a good compromise between the
conflicting objectives. The ultimate goal of our study is to develop a fast automatic solution method that
is transparent to the user of the mobile terminal. This means that the method solves the problem without
any human interaction. This goal should be borne in mind while selecting the multiobjective optimization
method. In order to be able to select an appropriate method, we have to know the nature of the problem.
For that purpose, we have studied different examples, of which we present three here. The three examples
represent different kinds of problem instances that may occur.

In the next section, we formulate our problem mathematically. In Section 4, we discuss multiob-
jective optimization and define some concepts. In Section 5, we present three examples to illustrate
the problem settings. In the following section, we discuss three different multiobjective optimization
methods and show the results of solving the examples using them. Finally, we draw conclusions in
Section 7.

3. Model

As mentioned in the introduction, our model to be considered in this paper is designed for transaction-
based data communication. Transactions are considered to be time-sensitive and the content of the
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transaction is predefined. Before the transaction, the mobile terminal requests the properties of the avail-
able network connections, such as the transmission rate and the price. The time used in the transaction
is considered to be short. Therefore, the properties of the network connections can be considered to be
fixed during the transaction. Lengthy transactions have to be divided into smaller parts if the properties
vary much in time. In other words, we assume that the transaction consists of fixed components that are
transferred separately, and the properties of the available network connections are known and fixed in the
model.

Let us now assume that there are m connections to networks available and n components of a transaction
have to be transferred using the connections. Let xij be a binary variable such that xij =1, when component
j is transferred using connection i, otherwise xij = 0, i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , n. A coefficient, duration,
dij denotes the time needed to transfer component j through connection i. The duration is calculated using
the minimum guaranteed rate of the connection given by the operator of the connection. This guarantees
that, although we cannot define the exact transmission rate, the actual time used in the transfer is never
longer than the duration dij. Another coefficient cij denotes the cost of transferring component j through
connection i.

In order to maximize the quality of service of the time-sensitive transaction, we want to minimize both
the time used in transferring the components and the costs. The time used in transferring components
through connection i is

∑n
j=1 dijxij. Then, the total time used in transferring all the components is the

maximum of the times used on each connection, that is maxi=1,...,m

∑n
j=1 dijxij. The cost of transferring

component j can be written as a sum
∑m

i=1 cijxij, and then the total costs can be summed up over all the
components,

∑n
j=1

∑m
i=1 cijxij.

Now, the network connection selection problem can be mathematically formulated as follows:

min max
i=1,...,m

n∑

j=1

dijxij and
m∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

cijxij

s.t.
m∑

i=1

xij = 1 for all j = 1, . . . , n,

xij ∈ {0, 1} for all i = 1, . . . , m and j = 1, . . . , n. (1)

Here, constraints (1) require that each component is transferred using exactly one connection.
When the problem is solved, the solution tells which network connection is used to transfer each

component. It does not pay attention to the order in which the components are transferred on each
network connection because neither the time used in transfers nor the total costs depend on the order of
the components. The components can be ordered, for example, in the increasing order of the component
sizes on each network connection.

In order to avoid nonlinearity in the first objective function, we reformulate the problem with the help
of an additional variable y. We define m new constraints:

n∑

j=1

dijxij �y for all i = 1, . . . , m,
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and define the first objective function to be y. Thus, an equivalent model of the problem with linear
objective functions and constraints is

min f1(x) = y and f2(x) =
m∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

cijxij

s.t.
m∑

i=1

xij = 1 for all j = 1, . . . , n,

n∑

j=1

dijxij �y for all i = 1, . . . , m,

xij ∈ {0, 1} for all i = 1, . . . , m and j = 1, . . . , n.

It should be noted that in these models we have not specified how the costs are formed. The cost cij
may be linearly dependent on the size of the component or it may consist of a fixed cost and variable
costs.

4. Multiobjective optimization

We consider a general optimization problem with two objectives, where we want to minimize functions
f1(x) and f2(x) subject to a constraint x ∈ S. We denote the vector of objective functions by F(x) =
(f1(x), f2(x))T. The vector x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)

T is called a decision vector and S ⊂ Rn is the feasible
region. The feasible region is formed by constraint functions. The image of the feasible region, Z=F(S),
is called the feasible objective region. Vectors belonging to the feasible objective region Z are called
objective vectors and they are denoted by F(x) ∈ R2.

We want to minimize simultaneously both objective functions. Generally, it is not possible to find a
solution in which both objective functions attain minimum values. This means that the objective functions
are conflicting. Besides, the feasible objective region Z is only partially ordered. In other words, we cannot
compare all the objective vectors mathematically. For example, we cannot distinguish which is a better
objective vector, (1, 5)T or (5, 1)T. However, we can say that (1, 5)T is better than (2, 5)T or (2, 7)T.
This leads us to the concept of Pareto optimality. A decision vector x∗ ∈ S and the corresponding
objective vector F(x∗) are Pareto optimal if there does not exist another decision vector x ∈ S such that
fi(x)�fi(x

∗) for i = 1, 2 and fj (x) < fj (x
∗) for at least one j [15]. A decision vector x∗ ∈ S and the

corresponding objective vector F(x∗) are weakly Pareto optimal if there does not exist another decision
vector x ∈ S such that fi(x) < fi(x

∗) for i = 1, 2. A set containing all the Pareto optimal solutions of the
problem is called the Pareto optimal set.

Now the solution we are looking for is a Pareto optimal solution. This guarantees that we cannot
improve any of the objective function values of the solution without deteriorating the other objective
function value. Which of the Pareto optimal solutions is the best, that is, is chosen to be the final solution
to the problem, depends usually on a decision maker.A decision maker is a person who knows the problem
well and can express preference relations between the conflicting objectives. The decision maker can, for
example, tell objective function values that are satisfying to her/him. These objective function values are
called aspiration levels. A vector containing the aspiration levels is called a reference point. However, it
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is not always possible to use a decision maker, as in our case, when the goal is to automate the solution
process in a way that it is transparent to the user. Then, we need a multiobjective optimization method
that gives a good compromise between the objectives without any information from a decision maker.

Let us define a few more concepts involving multiobjective optimization.An objective vector containing
the minimum value of each objective function is called an ideal objective vector, z∗. The ideal objective
vector is usually infeasible. Otherwise, it would be the optimal solution to the multiobjective optimization
problem. The components z∗

i of the ideal objective vector are obtained by minimizing each of the objective
functions fi separately subject to the original constraints. A utopian objective vector z∗∗ is an infeasible
objective vector that can be formed from the ideal objective vector by subtracting a relatively small scalar
�i > 0 from each component z∗

i of the ideal objective vector. Thus, we have

z∗∗
i = z∗

i − �i for i = 1, 2.

From the ideal objective vector we get the lower bound of the Pareto optimal set for each objective
function. The upper bounds of the Pareto optimal set are the components of a nadir objective vector znad.
In the case of two objective functions, the nadir objective vector can be obtained as follows. The first
component of the nadir objective vector is the value of the first objective function f1(x1) in the point
x1 ∈ S where the second objective function attains its minimal value, and the second component is the
value of the second objective function f2(x2) in the point x2 ∈ S where the first objective function attains
its minimal value [16].

Multiobjective optimization problems are usually solved by scalarization [15]. Scalarization means
converting the problem with multiple objectives into a single objective optimization problem or a family of
single objective optimization problems. When a multiobjective optimization problem has been scalarized,
methods developed for single objective optimization can be used for solving the problem. The objective
function of the single objective problem is called a scalarizing function.

We use CPLEX 8.0 to solve the single objective problems after scalarization. CPLEX is software that
can solve linearly constrained optimization problems where the objective function is linear or quadratic
[17]. The variables may be continuous or integer-valued. CPLEX uses a branch-and-cut algorithm [18]
to solve (mixed) integer programming problems. It should be noted that CPLEX finds solutions that are
within a certain percentage of the optimal solution, not necessarily the optimal solution. This may cause,
for example, weakly Pareto optimal solutions to appear even in cases where there theoretically should
not be weakly Pareto optimal solutions.

5. Examples

We have studied the network connection selection problem using a variety of examples. In this section,
we discuss three examples that are representatives of different kinds of problem instances that may occur.
The examples are used to illustrate the settings of the network connection selection problem. All the
examples are reality based since the transmission rates and prices are estimates for future rates and prices
and the components form in each example a real web page. Since we cannot predict exactly how the
operators will price the network connections, we have used different kinds of pricing models. In the first
two examples, the pricing is linear in the size of the component, and in the third example the price is
calculated using a more elaborate formula.
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5.1. Brief descriptions of the examples

The first example contains three network connections and ten components. It is a small instance when
compared to reality. The connections to be considered are a GPRS connection with a rate of 14 400 bits
per second, an EDGE connection with a rate of 115 200 bits per second and a UMTS connection with a
rate of 384 000 bits per second. The prices are 8×10−8, 7×10−7 and 3×10−6 euros per bit, respectively.
The sizes of the components are 100, 1200, 400, 36 000, 23 000, 600, 300, 3400, 5600 and 9800 bytes.

The second example contains five network connections and 15 components. Three of the connections
are the same as in the first example and two connections are new. The first new connection has the same
rate as the first connection in the first example, but the price is a bit higher. The second new connection
has the same rate as the second connection of the first example, but the price is a bit lower. These pairs of
connections represent competing operators. Thus, the connections of the example are the following: two
GPRS connections with a rate of 14 400 bits per second, two EDGE connections with a rate of 115 200 bits
per second and a UMTS connection with a rate of 384 000 bits per second. The prices of the connections
are 8 × 10−8, 8.2 × 10−8, 7 × 10−7, 6.8 × 10−7 and 3 × 10−6 euros per bit, respectively. The sizes of
the components are 110, 300, 480, 5300, 6100, 950, 960, 2300, 2500, 3100, 48 000, 42 000, 30 000, 500
and 12 000 bytes.

The third example includes five network connections and 14 components. The connections are three
GSM connections with rates of 14 400, 32 000 and 56 000 bits per second, and two UMTS connections
with rates of 56 000 and 384 000 bits per second. The cost of transferring a component is now calculated
using the formula

cij = K0 + K1 exp(K2 · rate(i)) · size(j), (2)

where rate(i) is the rate of connection i (bits per second), size(j) is the size of component j in bytes and
K0, K1 and K2 are connection-specific coefficients. The coefficients K0, K1 and K2 are 9.0, 0.31 and
0.000043, respectively, for the GSM connections, and for the UMTS connections the coefficients are 6.0,
8.8 and 0.0000017, respectively. The cost given by formula (2) has to be multiplied by 10−5 in order to
get the cost in euros. The sizes of the components are 62 030, 102, 524, 804, 320, 700, 685, 564, 4841,
53, 44, 725, 1251 and 1063 bytes.

As already mentioned, these three examples are representatives of different kinds of problem instances.
The examples were selected to be presented here because their Pareto optimal sets are different. The other
problem instances studied have similar forms of the Pareto optimal set as these examples. Before we
present the Pareto optimal sets of the examples, we briefly discuss scaling the objective functions, which
we need later when we consider solving the problem.

We can scale the objective functions to be of equal magnitude using the ideal and the nadir objective
vectors. The following scaling converts the objective function values between 0 and 1: instead of fi(x)

we use

fi(x) − z∗
i

znad
i − z∗

i

. (3)

The ideal and the nadir objective vectors are (1.3, 0.051456)T and (44.66667, 1.58749)T, respectively,
in the first example, (2.083333, 0.098944)T and (85.88889, 2.54768)T in the second example and
(1.29229, 0.425664)T and (41.0, 10.7225)T in the third example.
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Calculating ideal and nadir objective vectors is time-consuming, since we need to solve two single
objective optimization problems for each problem instance. Therefore, we would prefer a method for
scaling that would not need much computation. (Remember that we aim at developing a fast automatic
solution method.) That is why we have also used approximations of the ideal and the nadir objective
vectors in the scaling. The ideal objective vector is approximated by a utopian objective vector (0, 0)T in
each example. This vector is guaranteed to be infeasible because no data can be sent without any costs
and without using any time. The nadir objective vector can be estimated for each example as follows.
The first component of the vector is the objective function value f1(x) related to the solution x where
the slowest connection is used to transfer all the components. The second component of the vector is the
objective function value f2(x) related to the solution x where the most expensive connection is used to
transfer all the components. These estimates are larger than or equal to the components of the real nadir
objective vector. The estimates of the nadir objective vector are (44.6667, 1.9296)T for the first example,
(85.8889, 3.7104)T for the second example and (40.9478, 12.4601)T for the third example. It should be
noted that the estimate of the second component of the nadir objective vector may be very rough.

5.2. On Pareto optimal sets of the examples

Since the network connection selection problem has not been studied before, we first need to know
the settings of the problem before we can decide what kind of a solution would be a good compromise
between the objectives. In order to study the settings, we have formed different examples and calculated
approximations of their Pareto optimal sets.

We show here approximations of the Pareto optimal sets of the examples presented in Section 5.1. The
approximations are formed using the method of weighted metrics. The method of weighted metrics is
a family of methods for generating Pareto optimal solutions [15]. In the method, the distance between
some reference point and the feasible objective region is minimized. Here, the ideal objective vector z∗ is
used as the reference point. The distance can be measured using weighted Lp-metrics, of which we use
the weighted Tchebycheff metric (L∞). The weighted Tchebycheff problem to be solved in the method
is the following when we have two objective functions:

min max
i=1,2

{wi |fi(x) − z∗
i |}

s.t. x ∈ S. (4)

The weighting coefficients w1 and w2 must be greater than or equal to zero and sum up to one, that is,
w1 + w2 = 1. When the real ideal objective vector is known, the absolute value signs can be left out.

The solution to the weighted Tchebycheff problem (4) is weakly Pareto optimal if all the weighting
coefficients are positive, and the method can find every Pareto optimal solution [15]. If we measure the
distance by an augmented weighted Tchebycheff metric, no weakly Pareto optimal solutions are produced
[15]. The augmented weighted Tchebycheff problem is

min max
i=1,2

{wi(fi(x) − z∗
i )} + �

2∑

i=1

(fi(x) − z∗
i )

s.t. x ∈ S, (5)

where the augmentation coefficient � > 0 is a sufficiently small scalar. We use the value 0.001 for the
augmentation coefficient.
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Fig. 1. Approximation of the Pareto optimal set of the first example.
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Fig. 2. Approximation of the Pareto optimal set of the second example.

By altering the weighting coefficients w1 and w2, we get different Pareto optimal solutions. Since there
are only two coefficients that sum up to one, it is enough to alter only one coefficient w1 and the other
coefficient is then automatically set to w2 = 1 − w1.

In order to make the objective functions similar in magnitude, the objective functions are scaled using
formula (3). It should be noted that the scaling has to be applied also to the ideal objective vector in (4)
and (5). Thus, after scaling, the ideal objective vector is (0, 0)T.

The approximations of the Pareto optimal sets of the three examples presented in Section 5.1 are
depicted in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The coordinate axis time represents the value of the first
objective function f1 and the coordinate axis costs represents the value of the second objective function
f2. The solutions depicted in the figures were obtained by giving the weighting coefficient w1 99 different
values: from 0.01 to 0.99 with a step size 0.01. This amount of different values for the weighting coefficient
is enough since we are only interested in the form of the Pareto optimal set. It should be noted that since
we are dealing with integer variables, the Pareto optimal sets are not connected.

Fig. 1 shows that the Pareto optimal set of the first example is approximately piecewise linear. We
can see a turning point in the Pareto optimal set. The solution in the turning point will be referred to as
the knee solution, and it is depicted by a star in the figure. This knee solution is a logical choice for the
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Fig. 3. Approximation of the Pareto optimal set of the third example.

final solution since the gain in costs would be relatively small when compared to the loss in time when
we consider solutions to the right of the knee solution and vice versa when we consider solutions to the
left of the knee solution. The knee solution is a solution with objective function values f1(x) = 5.0 and
f2(x) = 0.4056.

The Pareto optimal set of the second example depicted in Fig. 2 looks a bit different when compared
to the first example. There are large “jumps” in the approximation of the Pareto optimal set. However,
there is still a natural choice for the final solution. The solution is represented by a star in the figure and
its objective function values are f1(x) = 5.0 and f2(x) = 0.765648.

The approximation of the Pareto optimal set of the third example in Fig. 3 is more sparse. The sparsity
may be caused by a dominant component in the example whose size is larger than the sum of the other
components’ sizes. Nevertheless, there is a good candidate for the final solution. The solution is again
depicted by a star in the figure, and it has objective function values f1(x)= 8.86143 and f2(x)= 2.2052.

To sum up, in each of these examples there is a solution that would be a good compromise between
the objectives. We refer to these solutions as the knee solutions. Computing the whole Pareto optimal
set (or a part of it) is time-consuming and, thus, it cannot be done in the automatic method that we are
developing for the problem. In other words, we cannot search for the knee solution by calculating many
Pareto optimal solutions, but we have to find a multiobjective optimization method that gives one solution
that is close enough to the knee solution to be accepted as a good compromise.

6. Solution methods

In this section, we describe three multiobjective optimization methods and analyse their performance
on the examples presented in the previous section. We try to find a method that gives a solution near the
knee solution in these examples, and also work similarly on other problem instances. Thus, the method
should not be too sensitive to the selection of method-dependent parameters but it should give good results
for any problem instance.

6.1. Weighting method

Often the first thing that comes to mind when a multiobjective optimization problem is encountered
is to give weights to different objectives and then minimize the weighted sum of the objectives. This is
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Table 1
Weighting coefficient values producing the knee solution

Example Real ideal and nadir Approximated ideal and nadir

1 0.25–0.85 0.2–0.85
2 0.65–0.9 0.55–0.9
3 0.45–0.8 0.45–0.75

a simple approach that has some drawbacks, such as only a part of the Pareto optimal solutions can be
found with this method if the problem is nonconvex [15]. A positive aspect is that the solution is Pareto
optimal if the weighting coefficients are positive [15].

In the weighting method, the following scalarizing function is minimized:

2∑

i=1

wifi(x), (6)

where the weighting coefficients are greater than or equal to zero and sum up to one, that is w1 +w2 = 1.
Again, since we have only two coefficients, we can alter the first coefficient w1 and calculate the second
as w2 = 1 −w1. The objective functions f1 and f2 are scaled to be of equal magnitude using formula (3).

The knee solutions are obtained with different values of weighting coefficients in each example. We
used 19 different values for the coefficient w1: from 0.05 to 0.95 with a step size 0.05. In the first example,
the weighting coefficient values w1 that produce the knee solution are located between 0.25 and 0.85. In
the second example, the corresponding values are between 0.65 and 0.9, and in the third example, the
values are between 0.45 and 0.8.

When we scale the objective functions using the approximated ideal and nadir objective vectors, the
ranges of the weighting coefficient values do not change much. The ranges are 0.2–0.85 in the first
example, 0.55–0.9 in the second example and 0.45–0.75 in the third example. The ranges are collected
in Table 1.

Let us add that, in the second example, values between 0.45 and 0.6 produce a solution very close to the
knee solution. Equally, when the approximated ideal and nadir objective vectors are used in the second
example, values between 0.35 and 0.5 give the same solution near the knee solution.

As we can see, the ranges of the weighting coefficient values that produce the knee solution are different
in each example. Therefore, it is difficult to choose an appropriate value for the coefficient in such a way
that the method would give a good solution to every problem instance. Another disadvantage in this
method is that it is not clear how the weighting coefficient values affect the solution: a small change in the
coefficient value may make the solution very different [15]. Therefore, we do not consider this method
to be appropriate for the network connection selection problem.

6.2. Neutral compromise solution

In [19], a method for generating a so-called neutral compromise solution is described. A neutral
compromise solution is a solution that is located somewhere in the middle of the Pareto optimal set.
When there are no preferences between conflicting objectives available, a neutral compromise solution
may be a good candidate for the final solution. A neutral compromise solution is obtained by solving
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Table 2
Neutral compromise solutions

Example Real ideal and nadir Approximated ideal and nadir Knee solution

1 (10.0, 0.36096)T (8.61111, 0.37336)T (5.0, 0.4056)T

2 (17.2556, 0.543441)T (9.61111, 0.675221)T (5.0, 0.765648)T

3 (8.86143, 2.2052)T (8.86143, 2.2052)T (8.86143, 2.2052)T

the problem

min max
i=1,2

fi(x) − zmid
i

znad
i − z∗

i

+ �
2∑

i=1

fi(x) − zmid
i

znad
i − z∗

i

s.t. x ∈ S, (7)

where the reference point zmid is located in the middle of the ranges of the objective functions in the
Pareto optimal set, that is,

zmid
i = znad

i + z∗
i

2
, i = 1, 2, (8)

and the augmentation coefficient � is a small positive scalar. The problem is a modification of the aug-
mented weighted Tchebycheff problem (5), and its idea resembles the idea of problem (5). However, here
the distance measure is more general and it guarantees that the solution is Pareto optimal regardless of
the location of the reference point [15,19]. In addition, the reference point is now different, and we do not
have to define any artificial parameters as weighting coefficients. It should also be noted that the objective
functions are scaled to be of equal magnitude already in (7), so we do not use formula (3) to scale the
objective functions. The augmentation term guarantees again that the solution is Pareto optimal.

The augmentation coefficient was given the value 0.001. The results for the examples are the following.
In the first example, the neutral compromise solution is (10.0, 0.36096)T when the real ideal and nadir
objective vectors are used and (8.61111, 0.37336)T when the approximated ideal and nadir objective
vectors are used. The neutral compromise solutions of the second example are (17.2556, 0.543441)T and
(9.61111, 0.675221)T when the real/approximated ideal and nadir objective vectors are used, respectively.
In the third example, the neutral compromise solution is the knee solution (8.86143, 2.2052)T in both
the cases. These results and the knee solutions are also presented in Table 2.

The neutral compromise solution is the knee solution only in the third example. In addition, the neutral
solutions are quite far from the knee solution in the other examples. Therefore, though this method has
the advantage of not needing any problem-specific parameters, it cannot achieve a good compromise and
cannot be used for solving the network connection selection problem in general.

6.3. Achievement scalarizing function

The following achievement scalarizing function to be minimized is a modification of the method that
produces a neutral compromise solution:

max
i=1,2

wi

fi(x) − zmid
i

znad
i − z∗

i

+ �
2∑

i=1

wi

fi(x) − zmid
i

znad
i − z∗

i

. (9)
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Table 3
Solutions to the achievement scalarizing function

Example Real ideal and nadir Approximated ideal and nadir Knee solution

1 (4.77778, 0.472128)T (4.77778, 0.472128)T (5.0, 0.4056)T

2 (5.34444, 0.758617)T (5.0, 0.76639)T (5.0, 0.765648)T

3 (8.86143, 2.2052)T (8.86143, 2.2052)T (8.86143, 2.2052)T

The reference point is the same middle point (8) as in the method producing a neutral compromise
solution, and � is again a small positive scalar. The ratio of the positive weighting coefficients w1 and w2
represents here the rate at which the user is willing to trade off values of the objective functions. It should
again be noted that the objective functions are scaled to be of equal magnitude in (9), so we do not use
formula (3) to scale the objective functions. The solution to the achievement scalarizing function (9) is
Pareto optimal [15].

The augmentation coefficient � was given the value 0.001 as before. We used the values w1 = 1 and
w2 = 2 for the weighting coefficients. It could be possible to allow the user to change these coefficients
in the setting of the mobile terminal. This adjustment would be separate from the actual optimization, so
the user would not act as a decision maker. We return to this subject after we have discussed the results
obtained using this method.

The results of using this method to solve the examples are the following. The solution of the first
example is (4.77778, 0.472128)T when using both the real and the approximated ideal and nadir objective
vectors. In the second example, the solutions are (5.34444, 0.758617)T and (5.0, 0.76639)T when the
real/approximated ideal and nadir objective vectors are used, respectively. The solution of the third
example is (8.86143, 2.2052)T in both the cases. These results and the knee solutions are also presented
in Table 3.

The solution of the third example is the knee solution, and in the two other examples the solutions
are close to the knee solutions. (Actually, in the second example, when the approximated ideal and
nadir objective vectors are used, the solution is in practice the knee solution: the difference between the
solutions is due to computational reasons, see the end of Section 4.) Similar results are also obtained for
other instances of the network connection selection problem that we have studied. Therefore, this method
seems suitable for the purpose of developing an automatic solution method for the network connection
selection method.

The adjustment of the weighting coefficients may give rise to some arguments. If the user of the mobile
terminal is allowed to adjust the weighting coefficients in the achievement scalarizing function (9), one
might ask why not use the weighting method and let the user change the weighting coefficients. The
reason is that the weighting method is very sensitive to the selection of the weighting coefficients, and the
solution obtained may be very far from the solution that would actually be acceptable for the user. The
achievement scalarizing function is not that sensitive to the weighting coefficients because the scalarizing
function has also other parameters that affect the solution, such as the reference point, which is the
middle point in this case. Therefore, the selection of the weighting coefficients is not that crucial in this
method.
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7. Conclusions

We have introduced a new problem called the network connection selection problem. The problem was
formulated as a multiobjective scheduling problem where the objective is to minimize both the costs and
the time. This kind of a problem has not been studied earlier in the literature.

In this paper, we have concentrated on selecting a multiobjective optimization method for the network
connection selection problem. In order to be able to select the method, we need information on the nature
of the problem. For that reason we have studied different examples, of which we have presented three
here. The three examples represent different kinds of problem instances that may occur. In each of the
three examples, there is a solution, the knee solution, that would be a natural choice for the final solution,
that is, the best compromise between the objectives. The problem is how to find the knee solution fast.
Our goal was to find a robust method that could find the knee solution for any example.

Based on the results obtained, we shall continue using the achievement scalarizing function presented
in Section 6.3. However, we will also bear in mind the other results presented in this paper when we
continue our research.

We have now resolved two of the three subproblems involved in solving a multiobjective problem:
we have modelled the problem and decided how to take into account the objectives. In other words, we
have selected a scalarizing function that converts the multiobjective optimization problem into a single
objective optimization problem. The next task is to consider how the single objective problem should be
solved. Because we aim at solving the problem in real time, the method has to be fast. This means that
we have to develop a heuristic method that produces a good solution fast, though we might not be able
to guarantee that the real optimum is attained. In a mobile terminal, there is not much computational
capacity available that could be used in this kind of optimization, so the method also has to use only little
memory. In other words, we will develop a heuristic that uses the achievement scalarizing function to
obtain fast a good compromise solution to the problem.

Our problem setting relates to transaction-based data communication, where the transaction times are
short. This allows us to assume that the environment is static during each transaction. However, if the
transaction is lengthy, the properties of the network connections, such as the transmission rate, may
change. In future, we will also consider longer transactions. Then the transaction needs to be divided into
smaller parts or the possibly changing environment needs to be taken into account in another way.

So far, we have also assumed that the components can be transferred in any order. However, there may
be precedence constraints between components that require some components to be transferred first. In
future, we shall take the possible precedence constraints into consideration. In that case, we have to take
into account the order of the components in the model.
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Abstract We consider a telecommunication problem in which the objective
is to schedule data transmission to be as fast and as cheap as possible. The
main characteristic and restriction in solving this multiobjective optimization
problem is the very limited computational capacity available. We describe a sim-
ple but efficient local search heuristic to solve this problem and provide some
encouraging numerical test results. They demonstrate that we can develop a
computationally inexpensive heuristic without sacrificing too much in the solu-
tion quality.

Keywords Heuristics · Parallel machine scheduling · Biobjective optimization ·
Combinatorial optimization · Telecommunications

1 Introduction

Future fourth generation (4G) wireless networks will enable global roaming
across many wireless networks [18]. This means that mobile terminals will be
able to use multiple wireless connections to networks simultaneously [5]. This
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provides valuable new potential because data to be transferred often consists of
several distinct components. A web page, for example, is composed of multiple
pictures and text parts. These different components can be transferred using
distinct network connections. The connections may have very different char-
acteristics, like price and transmission rate, which makes the wise selection of
connections difficult for the user of the mobile terminal. Therefore, an auto-
matic network connection selection method is needed.

The network connection selection problem [14] can be described as follows:
A set of available network connections is given with known properties, such
as transmission rate and price. Data consisting of distinct components is to be
transferred using the network connections. The problem is to select a network
connection for each component of the data in such a way that both the time used
in transferring and the costs are minimized. This objective is chosen because
the users of mobile terminals naturally want the data to be transferred as fast
as possible while keeping the costs as low as possible. Usually, the faster the
transfer is, the more expensive it is. Therefore, we need to find a compromise
solution in which the transfer is fast enough while the costs are not too high.

Our goal is to develop a fast automatic solution method that gives a good
compromise between the conflicting objectives. The method should be fast,
because otherwise the usability of the mobile terminal impairs. In addition, the
method should use little computational capacity because the capacity of mobile
terminals is limited.

The network connection selection problem can be seen as a uniform paral-
lel machine scheduling problem, where the goal is to minimize the makespan
and the total costs of processing the jobs [14]. (Connections to other problem
types are discussed in [14].) Using the three field notation introduced in [4], the
problem can be stated as Q||Cmax,

∑
fj where fj denotes the cost of processing

job j. The uniform parallel machine scheduling problem with the objective of
minimizing the makespan is NP-hard [1]. Therefore, also the problem with the
objectives of minimizing both the makespan and the costs is NP-hard. This
means that it is unlikely that there exists a polynomial time algorithm capable
of solving the problem. Because of the NP-hardness and the need for a fast solu-
tion method (also for large problem cases), we focus on developing a heuristic
for the problem.

Some multiobjective scheduling problems have been considered in the lit-
erature, but the research has concentrated mostly on single machine problems
[13,15]. We are not aware of any research on uniform parallel machine sched-
uling problems with the objectives of minimizing both the makespan and the
costs. There are however some studies on unrelated parallel machine schedul-
ing problems with these objectives [6,9]. The algorithms presented require that
upper bounds T for the makespan and C for the costs are given. For example in
[9], the algorithm forms a schedule with makespan at most (1+ ε)T and costs at
most (1 + ε)C if there exists a schedule with makespan T and costs C. This kind
of algorithms cannot be used for our network connection selection problem
because we cannot determine values T and C a priori.
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In [16], solving a general multiobjective scheduling problem has been divided
into three subproblems: modelling the problem, taking into account the objec-
tives and scheduling. The first phase, modelling the problem, means defining
the scheduling problem and the objectives. In the second phase, the problem is
to decide how the conflicting objectives will be taken into account, that is, how a
compromise solution between the objectives can be obtained. In the last phase,
the actual scheduling problem is solved and a solution to the multiobjective
scheduling problem is obtained.

In our previous paper [14], we concentrated on modelling the network con-
nection selection problem and taking into account the conflicting objectives.
We compared different multiobjective optimization methods that do not need
human interaction, studied the nature of the problem and found a method that
produces a good compromise between the conflicting objectives. The method
combines the two objectives into a scalarizing function that can be minimized in
order to obtain a good compromise solution for the multiobjective optimization
problem. Unfortunately, in practice, this method cannot be applied in solving
the network connection selection problem because it is computationally far too
demanding. Thus, we need new approaches.

In this paper, we continue our research on the network connection selec-
tion problem and consider the third phase: solving the problem. The goal of
our study has been to develop a fast automatic solution method that uses only
little computational capacity. Therefore, we have developed a heuristic solu-
tion method which we present here. The heuristic uses the scalarizing function
found appropriate for solving the network connection selection problem in
[14] to measure the solution quality. This idea of using a scalarizing function
to measure the solution quality is new, since usually in heuristics developed
for scheduling problems different objectives are considered separately. The
heuristic is applicable also to other combinatorial multiobjective optimization
problems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section,we give a
mathematical model of the network connection selection problem. In Sect. 3,
we define some concepts of multiobjective optimization and describe a scalar-
izing function. The scalarizing function is used in the heuristic we propose in
Sect. 4. Computational results are given in Sect. 5, and finally, we conclude in
Sect. 6.

2 Model

Let us assume that there are m network connections available and data consist-
ing of n components is to be transferred using them. The connections available
and their properties are known because the mobile terminal requests this infor-
mation from network operators before the data transmission. Transmitting all
the components is considered as a transaction that is time-sensitive. The time
used in the transaction is assumed to be short and, therefore, the properties of
the network connections can be assumed to be fixed during the transaction.
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Let xij be a binary variable such that xij = 1, when component j is transferred
using connection i, otherwise xij = 0, i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , n. A coefficient,
duration, dij represents the time used in transferring component j using con-
nection i. Another coefficient cij represents the cost of using connection i to
transfer component j.

Now, the network connection selection problem can be formulated as follows:
minimize

f1(x) = max
i = 1,...,m

n∑

j = 1

dijxij and f2(x) =
m∑

i = 1

n∑

j = 1

cijxij

subject to
m∑

i = 1

xij = 1, for all j = 1, . . . , n, (1)

xij ∈ {0, 1}, for all i = 1, . . . , m and j = 1, . . . , n.

The objective function f1 expresses the time used in transferring the com-
ponents and the objective function f2 denotes the costs of the transfers. The
constraints (1) require that each component is transferred using exactly one
network connection.

When the model is solved, the solution tells which connection is used for
transferring each component. It does not pay attention to the order in which
the components are transferred on each network connection because neither
the time used in transfers nor the total costs depend on the order of the compo-
nents. After solving the problem, the components can be ordered, for example,
in the increasing order of the component sizes on each network connection.

It should be noted that since we cannot determine the exact transmission rate
a priori, the minimum guaranteed rate of each connection given by the opera-
tor of the connection is used in calculating the durations. This ensures that the
actual time used in each transmission is never longer than the duration dij.

3 Concepts of multiobjective optimization

Before we start solving the network connection selection problem, we briefly
define some concepts of multiobjective optimization. Let us consider a problem
where we want to minimize two conflicting objective functions f1(x) and f2(x)

simultaneously subject to a general constraint x ∈ S. The vector of objective
functions, called objective vector, is denoted by F(x) = (f1(x), f2(x))T, and the
vector x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)T is called a decision vector.

Generally, it is not possible to find a solution in which both objective functions
attain minimal values. A decision vector x∗ ∈ S and the corresponding objective
vector F(x∗) are Pareto optimal if there does not exist another decision vector
x ∈ S such that fi(x) ≤ fi(x∗) for i = 1, 2 and fj(x) < fj(x∗) for at least one j [11].
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Pareto optimality guarantees that we cannot improve any objective function
value of the solution without deteriorating the other objective function value.
In other words, all the Pareto optimal solutions are mathematically equivalent.
Which of them is the best and is selected to be the final solution depends on the
problem settings.

An objective vector containing the minimal value of each objective function
is called an ideal objective vector, z∗ [11]. With conflicting objectives, the ideal
objective vector is infeasible. The components z∗

i of the ideal objective vector
are obtained by minimizing both objective functions fi separately subject to the
constraint x ∈ S.

From the ideal objective vector we get the lower bound of the Pareto optimal
set for each objective function. The upper bounds of the Pareto optimal set are
the components of a nadir objective vector znad. In the case of two objective
functions, the nadir objective vector can be obtained at the same time the ideal
objective vector is calculated. The first component of the nadir objective vector
is the value of the first objective function in the point where the second objec-
tive function attains its minimal value, and the second component is the value
of the second objective function in the point where the first objective function
attains its minimal value [3].

Multiobjective optimization problems are usually solved by scalarization [11].
Scalarization means converting the problem with multiple objectives into a sin-
gle objective optimization problem or a family of single objective optimization
problems. When a multiobjective optimization problem has been scalarized,
methods developed for single objective optimization can be used for solving
the problem. The objective function of the single objective problem is called a
scalarizing function.

In [14], we compared different scalarizing functions (including the well-
known weighting method) for solving the network connection selection prob-
lem. We next describe one of them that was found the most suitable for our
purposes. This scalarizing function is used in the heuristic to be presented in
Sect. 4.

The following achievement scalarizing function is minimized subject to the
constraint of the problem:

max
i=1,2

wi
fi(x) − zmid

i

znad
i − z∗

i
+ ρ

2∑

i=1

wi
fi(x) − zmid

i

znad
i − z∗

i
, (2)

where zmid is a middle point located in the middle of the ranges of the objective
functions in the Pareto optimal set, that is,

zmid
i = znad

i + z∗
i

2

for i = 1, 2 and the augmentation coefficient ρ is a small positive scalar. The
ratio of the positive weighting coefficients w1 and w2 represents here the rate
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at which the user of the mobile terminal is willing to trade off values of the
objective functions. In (2), denominators are used to scale the terms of the sca-
larizing function to be of a similar magnitude. This increases the computational
efficiency of this type of scalarizing functions, as shown in [12]. The solution to
the achievement scalarizing function (2) is Pareto optimal [11].

Calculating ideal and nadir objective vectors means additional computations.
To avoid that, we use approximations of the ideal and the nadir objective vec-
tors. We use vector (0, 0)T to approximate the ideal objective vector. This vector
is infeasible because no data can be transferred without any costs and without
using any time. The nadir objective vector is estimated from the problem data
as follows. The first component of the vector is the objective function value f1(x)

related to a solution x where every component is transferred using the slowest
network connection. The second component of the vector is the objective func-
tion value f2(x) related to a solution x where every component is transferred
using the most expensive connection. These estimates are larger than or equal
to the components of the real nadir objective vector. Though the estimate of
the second component may be very rough, the estimates are sufficient for our
purposes [14], and no optimization problems need to be solved to get them.

4 Heuristic

Because the capacity of mobile terminals is limited, our aim is to develop an
algorithm that uses as little computational resources as possible. In other words,
the heuristic should produce a good enough solution while being as simple as
possible. In addition, the network connection selection problem requires that
the solution is obtained fast. Otherwise, the user of the mobile terminal is not
satisfied.

In [14], we studied the settings of the network connection selection problem
using different problem instances. The instances represented different kinds of
cases of the problem that may occur. In all the examples studied, we could iden-
tify a solution that is a good compromise between the objectives and, thus, a
logical choice for the final solution. We studied different scalarizing functions in
order to find a method that produces a solution near the good compromise solu-
tion. Our computational tests showed that the achievement scalarizing function
(2) was the most suitable and robust for that purpose.

The problem has binary-valued variables which makes minimizing the sca-
larizing function using exact methods, such as branch-and-cut methods [10],
time-consuming. Therefore, we need to develop a heuristic that gives a solution
near the optimal solution to the scalarizing function (2). Our heuristic to be
presented next is a simple local search method that uses the scalarizing function
(2) to measure the solution quality.

Because we cannot use a lot of computational capacity in our heuristic, we
use simple moves called 1-exchanges [17] for improving an initial solution.
A 1-exchange means in this case that a component j that is assigned to a
connection i is moved from connection i to another connection i′. This move
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should improve the solution, otherwise it is not performed. We want to use
1-exchanges in a systematic way, and not to use random selection. The reason
for this is that if we use random selection, 1-exchanges may be used for some
component many times, whereas for some components the 1-exchanges are not
applied at all, if there are only few iterations of 1-exchanges in the heuristic.
Therefore, 1-exchanges are used for each component j in turn, and the potential
new connection i′ is chosen in the following way: The algorithm considers all
the connections except connection i, and connection i′ is the connection that
gives the best solution when component j is transferred using it.

As already mentioned, we use the scalarizing function (2) to measure the
solution quality. In other words, the lower the value of the scalarizing func-
tion is, the better the solution is. The parameters of the scalarizing function
are given the following values: the augmentation coefficient ρ was set to 0.001
and the coefficients of the objective functions (time and costs) w1 and w2 were
set to 1 and 2, respectively. These values were used also in [14]. This idea of
using a scalarizing function to measure the solution quality is new: In heuris-
tics developed for scheduling problems the objectives are usually considered
separately.

The initial solution plays a very important role in getting a good final solu-
tion. It is desirable that the initial solution enables the improvements to lead
the search near a good compromise solution. Therefore, we use the scalarizing
function (2) also when forming the initial solution: We set each component in
the initial solution to the network connection that gives the lowest scalarizing
function value. This kind of an initial solution ensures that the scalarizing func-
tion measures the solution quality already when the first feasible solution is
constructed.

To be more precise, the initial solution is formed as follows. A set C contain-
ing the components that have already been assigned to a network connection is
initially empty. At each iteration, we consider a component i not yet in the set
C, add it to the set and assign it to a connection. We define a partial problem
as a problem consisting of all the connections and the components currently
in C. The connection to which the component is assigned is the one that gives
the lowest scalarizing function value for the partial problem. (Note that the
assignments of the other components in C are fixed.) In order to be able to use
the scalarizing function, the nadir objective vector of the partial problem has to
be approximated. The vector is approximated as presented in Sect. 3.

Now we can sum up the heuristic algorithm as follows:

1. Initialize by setting C = ∅.
2. Construction of the initial solution. For each component i = 1, . . . , n:

(a) Add component i in the set C.
(b) Approximate the nadir objective vector for the partial problem con-

sisting of all the network connections and the components in C.
(c) Assign component i to the network connection that gives the lowest

value of the scalarizing function (2) for the current partial problem
when the assignments of the other components in the partial problem
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are fixed. The nadir objective vector approximated in the previous
step is used in the scalarizing function.

3. Set the initial solution formed in the previous step as the current solution.
4. Improvements. For each component i = 1, . . . , n, use 1-exchange:

(a) Select the connection that gives the lowest value of the scalarizing
function (2) when component i is transferred using it, instead of using
the connection the component is assigned to in the current solution.

(b) If the value of the scalarizing function is smaller than in the current
solution, set component i to the selected connection and set this as the
current solution.

5. Repeat Step 4 if the stopping criterion is not satisfied.

The stopping criterion can be a certain number of improvement rounds (Step 4)
done or no improvement in the solution in the previous round of improvements.
The stopping criterion can also be a combination of these criteria.

We have not yet specified in which order the components are dealt with in
the heuristic. The 1-exchanges can be used for the components in a random
order, which means, for example, the order in which the components of the
data happen to be, or in the decreasing order of the component sizes. These
orders can also be used in forming the initial solution. The decreasing order is
intuitively appealing, because the larger the component is the more influence it
has on the solution.

Without ordering the components, the computational complexity of the heu-
ristic is O(mn) (note that usually m < n). The ordering of the components can
be done using quicksort, which has the worst case complexity of O(n2) and the
mean complexity of O(n log n) [2]. Then, the computational complexity of the
heuristic is O(n2) if the components are ordered.

We have tested the heuristic using both random order and the decreasing
order. Thus, in the following computational results, there are two versions of
the heuristic: in heuristic1, the components are dealt with in a random or-
der, whereas in heuristic2 the 1-exchanges are applied to the components in
a decreasing order of their sizes. The heuristic is stopped in our computa-
tional tests when the solution has not improved during the previous round of
improvements.

Finally, we want to remark that the scalarizing function used to measure the
solution quality can be changed during the heuristic. In other words, we can
use different scalarizing functions in forming the initial solution and in the im-
provemet phase, or we can use another scalarizing function after few rounds of
improvements to refine the final solution.

5 Computational results

The two versions of the heuristic were tested with 16 reality-based test instances.
By reality-based instances we mean that the components of each problem in-
stance form a real web page and the properties of the network connections
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(that is, price and transmission rate) are estimates for connections of the near
future.

Because we cannot predict exactly what kind of a pricing model the opera-
tors will use in the future, we have used two different pricing models. In the first
model, the pricing is linear in the size of the component. Thus, the price is, for
example, 8.2 · 10−8 euros per bit (and naturally the price is different for each
connection). The second model is more elaborate: the price is calculated using
formula

cij = K0 + K1 exp(K2 · rate(i)) · size(j), (3)

where rate(i) is the rate of connection i (bits per second), size(j) is the size of
component j in bytes and K0, K1, and K2 are connection-specific coefficients.
The coefficients K0, K1, and K2 used for GSM connections are 9.0, 0.31, and
0.000043, respectively, and for UMTS connections the coefficients are 6.0, 8.8,
and 0.0000017, respectively. The cost given by formula (3) has to be multiplied
by 10−5 in order to get the cost in euros.

The test instances are briefly summarized in Table 1: For each instance, the
number of components n and the number of network connections m as well
as the total size of the components are given. The table reports also which of
the pricing models is used in each test instance. We would like to note that the
number of network connections m is small in the test instances because mobile
terminals cannot use too many connections simultaneously.

As mentioned earlier, the solution obtained by minimizing the scalarizing
function (2) is a good Pareto optimal compromise between the conflicting objec-
tives. That is why we compare the performance of our heuristic to that solution.
This optimal solution is calculated using CPLEX 8.0, which uses a branch-and-
cut method to solve integer programming problems [7]. Both the heuristic and
CPLEX were run in a computer with a 550 MHz HP PA-RISC processor. The
relative optimality tolerance used in CPLEX was 10−8, with the exception of

Table 1 Test instances (with
n components and m
connections)

Instance n m Total size (bytes) Pricing model

geu1 10 3 80,400 Linear
geu2 15 5 154,600 Linear
geu3 25 5 156,141 Linear
city 9 5 65,671 Linear
mit 11 5 70,776 Linear
jyu 12 5 22,795 Linear
hut 14 5 73,706 Linear
helsinki 15 5 61,168 Linear
wireless 15 5 34,028 Linear
yahoo 17 5 44,384 Linear
geizhals 18 5 24,003 Linear
bbc 23 5 27,554 Linear
gigantti 24 5 39,094 Linear
gsm-umts 14 5 73,706 Formula (3)
gsm-umts2 18 5 24,003 Formula (3)
gsm 17 3 44,384 Formula (3)
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instance geu3 in which the tolerance was 10−4. (A smaller tolerance 10−6 caused
CPLEX to run 38 days of CPU time without establishing the final solution.)
The relative optimality tolerance of 10−4 guarantees that the solution given by
CPLEX is within 0.01% of the optimal solution value.

The computational results are presented in Tables 2 and 3. Table 2 contains
(in the last column) the objective function values of the optimal solutions to
the scalarizing function (2), to which the heuristic solutions are compared. In
order to ease comparison, instead of reporting the solutions given by the two
versions of the heuristic, the differences of the heuristic solutions to the opti-
mal solution are given in the table. The differences in the objective function
values (time, costs) are in parentheses, and they are calculated by subtracting
the value of the optimal solution from the value of the heuristic solution. The
differences in the value of the scalarizing function (2) between the heuristic and
optimal solutions are also presented in Table 2. The average differences in the
scalarizing function value are 0.0026 (heuristic1) and 0.0023 (heuristic2), which
are very good results. It is also significant that in the cases of two test instances
the solution given by both versions of the heuristic is the same as the optimal
solution to the scalarizing function (2).

In Table 3, the CPU times used by the heuristics and CPLEX are given, as
well as the number of improvement rounds done in each heuristic. The number
of improvement rounds applied in the heuristics was small in all the problem
instances tested. In one instance (geu3) four rounds were needed, whereas
in the other cases at most two rounds were applied. Thus, if we had stopped
the iteration in the heuristics after two rounds of improvements, the solutions
would have remained the same except in the instance geu3 with the version

Table 2 Differences between heuristic solutions and optimal solutions and differences measured
using the scalarizing function (2)

heuristic1 heuristic2 Optimal solution

Instance (time, costs) (time, costs)

geu1 (0.0, 0.0514) 0.0001 (0.0, 0.0514) 0.0001 (4.7778, 0.4721)
geu2 (0.0, 0.0047) 0.0000 (0.0, 0.0009) 0.0000 (5.0, 0.7664)
geu3 (0.1035, -0.0288) 0.0012 (0.1222, -0.0304) 0.0014 (4.4076, 1.0318)
city (0.0, 0.0008) 0.0000 (0.0, 0.0008) 0.0000 (2.3224, 0.3441)
mit (-0.0785, 0.0015) 0.0017 (-0.0785, 0.0015) 0.0017 (2.1137, 0.4712)
jyu (0.0728, 0.0027) 0.0058 (0.0306, 0.0028) 0.0024 (0.7182, 0.1134)
hut (0.0, 0.0) 0 (0.0, 0.0) 0 (4.3076, 0.3450)
helsinki (0.0581, -0.0174) 0.0017 (0.0229, -0.0066) 0.0007 (1.7297, 0.4039)
wireless (0.0472, -0.0045) 0.0025 (0.0472, -0.0045) 0.0025 (0.9641, 0.2247)
yahoo (0.1538, -0.0258) 0.0062 (0.1538, -0.0258) 0.0062 (1.2594, 0.2934)
geizhals (0.0253, 0.0016) 0.0019 (0.0253, 0.0016) 0.0019 (0.6848, 0.1570)
bbc (0.0, 0.0243) 0.0001 (0.0, 0.0243) 0.0001 (0.8407, 0.1434)
gigantti (0.0461, -0.0137) 0.0021 (0.0461, -0.0023) 0.0021 (1.1033, 0.2584)
gsm-umts (0.0, 0.0) 0 (0.0, 0.0) 0 (8.8614, 2.2052)
gsm-umts2 (0.1033, -0.0016) 0.0078 (0.0559, 0.0191) 0.0069 (1.2099, 1.1936)
gsm (0.0508, 0.0087) 0.0112 (0.0508, 0.0087) 0.0112 (6.6995, 0.5904)
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Table 3 CPU-times and
numbers of improvement
rounds

heuristic1 heuristic2 Optimal time(s)

Instance time(s) rounds time(s) rounds

geu1 <0.01 1 0.01 1 0.05
geu2 0.02 1 0.01 1 0.08
geu3 0.04 4 0.04 2 79.64
city 0.01 1 0.01 1 0.07
mit 0.01 1 0.01 2 0.08
jyu 0.01 1 0.01 2 0.08
hut 0.01 0 0.01 0 0.07
helsinki 0.01 2 0.01 2 0.9
wireless 0.01 0 0.01 0 2.41
yahoo 0.01 1 0.01 1 1.13
geizhals 0.01 2 0.01 1 7.85
bbc 0.01 0 0.01 0 0.33
gigantti 0.02 1 0.02 1 3488.51
gsm-umts 0.01 0 0.01 0 0.07
gsm-umts2 0.01 2 0.01 1 54.72
gsm 0.01 0 0.01 0 0.42

heuristic1. The difference to the optimal solution in that case would have been
(0.1624, −0.0324) and the difference in the value of the scalarizing function
0.0019. In other words, this solution would have also been very good. However,
the time needed by the heuristic would have remained the same. It should be
noted that in five test instances, the initial solution was already very close to the
optimal solution and the solution did not change in the improvement phase.

Both versions of the heuristic are fast: the CPU times used were typically
around 0.01 seconds and always less than 0.04 s in all the test instances. Thus,
the speed did not vary a lot between different instances. On the contrary, the
times needed by CPLEX varied much, and in most instances the times were
so long that they would not be acceptable. This is natural since exact solution
methods, such as the branch-and-cut methods, are known to be slow. Yet, the
solutions produced by the heuristics were very close to those of CPLEX, as
mentioned above. Our heuristic may seem simple but in our problem setting it
is a significant benefit. From the practical point of view, it is very important that
we can say that we managed to achieve our goal of developing a computation-
ally inexpensive method for solving the network connection selection problem
without sacrificing the solution quality.

There was not much difference between the two versions of the heuristic,
when we consider the quality of the solutions, the time used, and the number
of improvement rounds taken. It is important to note that the ordering of the
components done in the version heuristic2 did not increase the time used when
compared to the other version. On the other hand, the solutions given by the
different versions of the heuristic are very similar, even the average difference to
the optimal solution is almost the same. Therefore, we cannot claim superiority
over either of the versions.

We must point out that the computer used in the computational tests is quite
efficient. Therefore, one might ask whether it would be at all possible to run
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the heuristic in a mobile terminal. Actually, mobile terminals cannot yet run
the heuristic as fast as the computer we used for the computational results, but
the computational capacity of mobile terminals is growing fast. It is likely that
in few years mobile terminals using, for example, an Intel XScale processor [8]
will be able to run the heuristic as fast as our computer now.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have considered the network connection selection problem,
which is a multiobjective scheduling problem, where a set of components is to
be transferred using distinct network connections. The objective of the problem
is to minimize both the time used for the transfers and the costs of the transfers.

We have presented a simple but efficient local search heuristic for the net-
work connection selection problem. The idea of the heuristic is to improve an
initial solution by simple moves called 1-exchanges. In a 1-exchange, a com-
ponent is moved to be transferred using another connection if the solution
quality improves. The core of our method is the novel idea of measuring the
solution quality using a scalarizing function (found appropriate for producing
a good compromise between the conflicting objectives in our previous study).
The same scalarizing function is used also when forming the initial solution. The
results obtained are very encouraging. The ideas of the heuristic are applicable
also to other combinatorial multiobjective optimization problems and we can
recommend using scalarizing functions as parts of heuristics in this field.

So far in our study, we have assumed that the time needed for the transmis-
sion is short. Then, we can assume that each connection has a fixed rate and a
fixed price during the transmission. A topic of future research is to consider the
problem with longer transmission times when the properties of the environment
can change during the transmission.
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ABSTRACT
In the future mobile networks, a mobile terminal is able to
select the best suitable network for each data transmission.
The selection of a network connection to be used has been
under a lot of study. In this paper, we consider a more exten-
sive case in which we do not select a network connection but
use several network connections simultaneously to transfer
data. When data is transferred using multiple network con-
nections, a network connection has to be selected for each
component of the data. We have modelled this problem
as a multiobjective optimization problem and developed a
heuristic to solve the problem fast in a static network en-
vironment. In this paper, we discuss solving the problem
in a dynamic network environment in which the availabil-
ity as well as the rate and prizing of connections vary. We
introduce an improved version of the heuristic that reacts
to changing network conditions and improves the solution
when possible.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]: Wireless
communication; G.1.6 [Optimization]: Integer program-
ming

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
Wireless networks, network connection selection, scheduling,
multiobjective optimization, heuristics

1. INTRODUCTION
The number of mobile users and mobile services avail-

able is increasing fast. The increasing amount of transferred
data has created a need for new faster types of transmis-
sion methods. However, the faster the transmission rate is
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the smaller the wireless transmission range usually is. This
progress forces terminal manufacturers to design multimode
devices that can operate using several different kinds of net-
work technologies. When these versatile terminals are used
within an environment where there exist several network
access providers, the users of mobile terminals can choose
both the network access technology and the network access
provider.

In this paper we consider a situation in which it is possible
to use several different kinds of networks from different ac-
cess providers simultaneously. In order to enable using sev-
eral connections at the same time, an intelligent connection
manager is needed to control the multiple seamless connec-
tions. This issue has been studied earlier mainly from the
network-level point of view. However, there is also a need
to take into account user-level parameters when making a
decision on the network connections used. We have consid-
ered the network connection selection from the users point
of view. The user usually wants to transfer data as fast and
as cheaply as possible. Therefore, we consider the rates and
the prices of the connections as the selection criteria. Also
other issues could be taken into account since the solution
method developed is general.

The selection of network connections is made using op-
timization. The optimization problem considered is which
connection to use for transferring each component of the
data. We call this problem the network connection selec-
tion problem (NCS) and it is formulated as a multiobjec-
tive optimization problem where the objective is to mini-
mize both the costs and the time used in transferring. The
NCS problem was first introduced in [10], in which the prob-
lem was formulated as a multiobjective optimization prob-
lem and different multiobjective optimization methods were
compared for solving the problem. In [11] a heuristic for
solving the problem in a static environment was presented.
In this paper, we present an improved dynamic version of
the heuristic that reacts to changing network conditions. We
also discuss some technical issues involving the NCS prob-
lem.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
discuss technical issues of using multiple network connec-
tions simultaneously. In Section 3, the network connection
selection problem is modelled as a multiobjective optimiza-
tion problem. Solving the problem is discussed in Section 4
where a heuristic algorithm developed for solving the prob-
lem in a static environment is briefly described. Dynamic
environment is considered in Section 5 and the heuristic is
modified to deal with changing network conditions. Sec-



tion 6 presents an illustrative example, and conclusions are
drawn in Section 7.

2. NETWORK CONNECTION SELECTION
A current trend in networking is the convergence of dif-

ferent networks, including the process of wired and wireless
networks joining together and forming a single fourth gener-
ation (4G) network. The 4G networks are not dependent on
a certain frequency or a modulation method as the current
generation of networks is [2]. The 4G networks are based on
the idea of roaming between networks, even though those
networks do not share the same technology. The mobil-
ity between different technologies is called vertical roaming,
and it is needed when designing multi-technology networks.
One downside of this mobility between different types of
networks is that an access terminal will become more com-
plicated, since it has to be able to receive and transmit data
using different frequencies and modulations.

A technology that could provide an answer to this prob-
lem is called software defined radio [9]. With the software
defined radio, the radio transceiver module is not hardwired
to decode one particular transmission technology, but it has
the ability to change the communication parameters. In
this kind of a system, it is possible to define separate real-
izations of different types of transceivers as software which
can be saved in the memory of the device. When a different
type of network access is needed, one (or many, depending
on the situation) of the stored transceivers can be loaded to
be actively used. With programmable hardware this active
transmitter/receiver system reconfigures itself at a hardware
level to be able to execute efficiently the selected communi-
cation interface program. This way a network-independent
access can be provided to the application layer.

We believe that in the near future the next generation
networks will make it possible to use multiple network con-
nections simultaneously. The concept of being always best
connected (ABC) introduced by Gustafsson and Jonsson [5]
supports our opinion. The ABC concept means that the
users of mobile terminals have the opportunity of choosing
the network access technology that is most suitable for them.
According to the concept, users will be able to choose also
the access provider. Thus, the selection of the network con-
nection to be used is not limited to a certain network opera-
tor, but the user can use any network connection provided by
any network operator. If the future networks provide this
kind of an inter-operator roaming the operators will start
competing more rigorously, from which the customers will
benefit. Especially, if it was possible to change the network
operator on the fly, it would enable new types of network
access markets to be born.

There are many studies that consider the situation where
there are multiple network connections available [1, 3, 6, 7,
8, 12]. In these studies the aim is to choose a network con-
nection to be used in data transmission. We, however, use
multiple network connections simultaneously and our aim
is to select a network connection for each component of the
data in such a way that the costs and the time used in trans-
ferring are minimized. The optimization method we propose
in this paper can be used, for example, within the framework
presented in [7] or within other similar frameworks. The
framework proposed in [7] includes a virtual network inter-
face that hides the actual physical channels among which the
used network connection is selected. Below the virtual in-

terface there are a policy manager and an interface manager
which together make the selection. The model also requires
one additional system component to monitor the availabil-
ity of the network connections. In this proposal a user can
control the policy manager and thereby affect the selection
of the network connection.

In [3] a method based on multi-attribute decision making
is presented to rank the networks available and to choose
a network connection to be used in data transmission. We
could use this kind of a method to select candidate networks
to be considered in our algorithm. The selected network
connections would be such that it is possible to use them to
transfer data when we consider the properties of both the
mobile terminal and the networks available as well as the
quality of service required. In addition, we could disregard
some network connections if the user finds them to be too
expensive to use. This, however, is not the topic of this pa-
per. From now on, we assume that some kind of a selection
is made, and all the network connections we consider in the
NCS problem are such that it is possible to transfer the data
using them when considering the properties of the terminal
and the quality of service required.

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The NCS problem was first introduced in [10], and it can

be defined as follows. We assume that a mobile terminal
is able to use several different kinds of network connections
simultaneously. The connections are used to transfer data
that consists of separate components that can be transferred
independently. This means that the components can be
transferred using different networks at the same time. The
problem is to decide which network connection should be
used for transferring each data component. The aim is to
minimize the costs and the time used in transferring.

In this section, we present a mathematical model of the
NCS problem originally formulated in [10]. Let us assume
that there are m network connections available in a mobile
terminal and data consisting of n separate components is to
be transferred using the connections. The components are
assumed to be independent of each other so that it is possible
to send them in any order. All the m network connections
are assumed to be such that it is possible to transfer the data
using them. In other words, the quality of service properties
of these connections are suitable for the data transmission
in question.

Let dij , i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , n, denote the time that is
needed in transferring component j using connection i, and
let cij be the cost of using connection i to transfer compo-
nent j. We define that a binary variable xij equals one, when
component j is transferred using connection i, otherwise it is
zero. Now, the NCS problem can be stated mathematically
as follows:

minimize

f1(x) = max
i=1,...,m

nX

j=1

dijxij and f2(x) =
mX

i=1

nX

j=1

cijxij

subject to

mX

i=1

xij = 1, for all j = 1, . . . , n, (1)

xij ∈ {0, 1}, for all i = 1, . . . , m and j = 1, . . . , n. (2)



The objective function f1 denotes the time used in transfer-
ring the components, that is, the connectivity time of the
connection used for the longest time interval. The objec-
tive function f2 expresses the costs of the transfers. The
constraints (1) require that each component is transferred
using exactly one connection. The constraints (1) and (2)
form a set of feasible solutions S, from which the best solu-
tion to the problem is searched.

When the problem is solved, the solution tells which con-
nection is used for transferring each component. It does
not pay attention to the order in which the components are
transferred on each connection because neither the time used
in transfers nor the total costs depend on the order of the
components. The components can be ordered on each con-
nection according to some criteria. They can be transferred,
for example, in the increasing order of their sizes. Note that
in this model, we do not define how the cost of transferring
a component is calculated but only assume that the cost cij

can be expressed for each component j and each connec-
tion i. The cost cij can also be an estimate of the actual
cost as long as the estimates for different connections are
comparable.

4. SOLVING THE PROBLEM
Our aim is to develop an automatic method to solve the

NCS problem fast. In addition, the method can use only
little computational capacity so that it is possible to imple-
ment it as a middleware application in a mobile terminal.
Since we have two objectives, we need a method that quickly
and automatically obtains a good compromise between the
objectives. In [10], we analyzed the main characteristics
of the NCS problem and compared different multiobjective
optimization methods for solving it. We found the follow-
ing method to be the most suitable for our purposes. The
method produces a compromise solution by minimizing the
following function

max
i=1,2

wi
fi(x) − zmid

i

znad
i − z∗

i

+ ρ
2X

i=1

wi
fi(x) − zmid

i

znad
i − z∗

i

(3)

subject to x ∈ S, where zmid
i is a middle point located in

the middle of the ranges of the objective function, that is,

zmid
i =

znad
i + z∗

i

2

for i = 1, 2, and z∗ and znad are the ideal and nadir objective
vectors representing the best and worst objective function
values, respectively. The coefficient ρ is a small positive
scalar, and the ratio of the positive weighting coefficients w1

and w2 represents the rate at which the user of the mobile
terminal is willing to trade off values of the objective func-
tions. We use value 0.001 for the coefficient ρ and values 1
and 2 for the weighting coefficients w1 and w2, respectively.
These values were used also in [10].

Before minimizing the objective function (3) the ideal and
nadir objective vectors have to be calculated. The ideal ob-
jective vector z∗ that represents the best values of the objec-
tive functions can be obtained by minimizing each objective
function separately subject to x ∈ S. The nadir objective
vector znad representing the worst values of the objective
functions can be obtained at the same time the ideal objec-
tive vector is calculated since we consider only two objec-
tive functions [4]. Calculating the ideal and nadir objective

vectors means additional computations slowing down the so-
lution method considerably. This can be avoided by using
their approximations because they are mainly needed for
scaling purposes. We use vector (0, 0)T to approximate the
ideal objective vector. The nadir objective vector is esti-
mated from the problem data as follows. The first compo-
nent of the vector is the objective function value f1(x) re-
lated to a solution x where every component is transferred
using the slowest connection. The second component of the
vector is the objective function value f2(x) related to a solu-
tion x where every component is transferred using the most
expensive connection. These estimates may be very rough.
However, the estimates are sufficient for our purposes [10].

Minimizing the objective function (3) is computationally
demanding in the case of the NCS problem because of the
integer variables [11]. In other words, it is time-consuming
to solve large problem instances using exact methods. In ad-
dition, many exact methods require a lot of computational
capacity to solve large integer programming problems. In
mobile terminals, there is not much computational capac-
ity available for this kind of optimization, and the users of
mobile terminals are rarely prepared to wait more than a
very short time. Therefore, we have developed a heuris-
tic to solve the NCS problem [11]. The heuristic minimizes
the objective function (3) approximately, achieving a good
compromise solution. The heuristic is fast and, in addition,
it does not require a lot of computational capacity, which
makes it possible to implement it in a mobile terminal. The
heuristic can be summed up as follows: (For more informa-
tion on the heuristic, see [11].)

1. Initial solution. For each component j = 1, . . . , n,
find the network connection that gives the lowest value
of the objective function (3) for the current partial
problem, and assign the component to the connection.
The current partial problem consists of the component
j and the components that are already assigned (with
fixed assignments). All the connections are included
in the partial problem, and the ideal and nadir objec-
tive vectors are approximated for each partial problem
separately.

2. Improvements. Set the initial solution as the cur-
rent solution. Repeat twice: For each component j =
1, . . . , n, search for the solution having the lowest value
of the objective function (3) among the solutions in
which the component j is transferred using another
link instead of the link used in the current solution and
the assignments of the other components are fixed. Set
the new solution found as the current solution if the
value of the function (3) is lower than in the current
solution.

3. Ordering. Order the components assigned to each
network connection according to some criteria, for ex-
ample, the size. The components will be transferred
in that order.

Note that originally in [11] the improvement phase in Step
2 is repeated until a stopping criterion (not explicitly de-
fined) is satisfied. Because of the computational results pre-
sented in [11], we have decided to repeat the improvement
phase twice. As mentioned earlier, the order in which the
components are transferred has no impact on the time that



it takes to transfer the components nor on the costs of the
transfer. Therefore, we can ignore the order when assigning
the components to the connections and order the compo-
nents afterwards in Step 3. The components need to be
ordered to obtain a transmission schedule which is followed
during the data transmission.

5. DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT
In the previous section, we briefly presented a heuristic

for solving the NCS problem. The heuristic was developed
assuming a static environment where the properties of the
connections do not change during the transmission. This
kind of an assumption can be made only when the trans-
mission time is short. When the transmission rates and the
prices change during the transmission, a solution given by
the heuristic may need revising. In addition, a network con-
nection can be lost during the transmission if, for example,
the mobile terminal enters an area that is not covered by
that network. Then, the solution given by the heuristic may
become infeasible and changing the solution is necessary in
order to finish the transmission.

In order to cope with a dynamic environment the heuris-
tic needs a rescheduling phase that improves the transmis-
sion schedule when possible during the transmission. The
rescheduling phase takes into account changes in the trans-
mission rates and in the pricing. In rescheduling, a compo-
nent (or several components) is assigned to be transferred
using another connection instead of the connection it is as-
signed to in the (current) schedule. We next describe the
rescheduling phase in more detail.

When a change in the transmission rates or prices occurs,
the amount of change is first controlled. If the change is
larger than a prespecified limit B the rescheduling phase is
run. The limit can be, for example, a certain percentage of
the previous rate or price. The rescheduling phase is not run
if the change in the transmission rates or prices is small be-
cause the solution rarely improves in this case. When there
occur multiple changes at the same time the rescheduling
phase is run if the largest change is large enough.

We also consider the case in which the network connec-
tions can be lost and later return. Now, we first need to
control if a connection is lost or a new connection has ap-
peared. If this is the case, the rescheduling phase is run.
However, now the rescheduling phase begins by assigning
the components that are assigned to the lost connections to
other connections. The components considered here are the
components that have not yet been transferred. In addition,
if the transmission of a component was interrupted when a
connection was lost, this component will also be assigned to
another connection in order to ensure that the transmission
will be finished. The assignment of the components to new
links is done the same way as the initial solution is formed in
the static version of the heuristic: Each component in turn
is assigned to the connection that gives the lowest value of
the objective function (3).

The rescheduling phase searches for the best solution (with
respect to the objective function (3)) to a partial problem
consisting of all the connections currently available and the
components that have not yet been transferred. These com-
ponents are collected into a set C and the network connec-
tions that are currently available are included in a set N .
In addition, a set D is used for the components that are
assigned to lost connections and need to be reassigned to

other connections. The rescheduling phase consists of the
following steps:

1. Initialization. Set C = ∅, D = ∅ and N = ∅. Con-
trol which connections are currently available and add
those connections to the set N . Add to the set C
all the components that are waiting to be transferred
using the connections in N . Remember the current as-
signment of the components to the connections. The
partial problem consists of the connections in N and
the components in C.

2. Initial solution. Form an initial solution to the par-
tial problem:

• If there are no lost connections, the initial solution
is the current assignment of the components in C
to the connections in N . Go to Step 3.

• Otherwise, add all the components assigned to
the lost connections in the set D and remove the
components from the transfer queues of the con-
nections. If a transfer of a component was inter-
rupted when a connection was lost, remove also
this component from the transfer queues and add
it to the set D.

• Form the initial solution. For each component j
in D: Remove the component j from the set D
and add it to the set C. Assign the component j
to the network connection i in N that gives the
lowest value of the objective function (3) to the
partial problem consisting of the components in C
and the connections in N when the component j is
assigned to the connection i and the assignments
of the other components in C are fixed.

3. Rescheduling. Set the initial solution as the current
solution. Use rescheduling to each component j in C:
Form a set of solutions where the component j is as-
signed to another connection instead of the connection
to which it is assigned in the current solution. Select
among the solutions the one having the lowest value
of the objective function (3) to be a rescheduling so-
lution. If the rescheduling solution has a lower value
of the objective function (3) than the current solution,
set the rescheduling solution as the current solution.

It should be noted that we do not order the components
again when rescheduling. The order of the components on
each connection stays the same with the exception that the
components that are moved to other connections are put
last in the transfer queues. This is done at the same time as
the rescheduling and, therefore, we do not have to perform
any ordering afterwards, which saves some computational
time. Remember that the rescheduling phase is run during
the transmission and it should be as fast as possible to avoid
delaying the transfer.

Figure 1 summarizes how the heuristic responds to a change
in the network conditions.

6. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Next we present an example of the NCS problem. We use

the term static heuristic to refer to the heuristic without the
rescheduling phase and the term dynamic heuristic to refer
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Figure 1: Responding to a change in the network
conditions.

to the heuristic using the rescheduling phase. The problem
instance we consider in this section has 86 components that
form a real web page. The components are to be transferred
using a set of eight network connections. The cost of trans-
ferring component j using network connection i is calculated
using formula

cij = k0 + k1
√

ri · sj (4)

where ri is the rate of the connection i (Kbits per second),
sj is the size of the component j in bytes, and k0 and k1 are
connection-specific coefficients. It should be noted that this
formula for calculating the cost is only an example which
shows that the price can consist of a fixed cost and a vari-
able cost. How the cost is calculated has no effect on the
heuristic.

The eight connections form three groups that have differ-
ent parameter values in the pricing model. The groups rep-
resent competing operators that offer similar network con-
nections with different prices. In the first group, the values
for the parameters k0 and k1 are 300 and 1.1, respectively.
In the second group the values are 100 and 2.3, and in the
third group 30 and 0.8, respectively. The rates of the con-
nections are 14.4, 59.2, and 384 Kbits per second in the first
group, 14.4, 59.2, and 115 Kbits per second in the second
group, and in the last group 14.4 and 59.2 Kbits per second.
The cost calculated using the formula (4) is multiplied by
10−5 in order to have it in euros.

Let us now consider a dynamic network environment in
which the rates of the network connections vary during the
data transmission. The original rates of the network con-
nections are assumed to be given by the operators of the
networks and they present the maximum rates of the con-
nections. The actual rates of the connections vary during
the transmission. In addition, it is possible that a network
connection is lost during a transmission due to, for exam-
ple, movement of the mobile terminal. In our simulation,
a change in the transmission rates occurs randomly with a
mean of 0.7 changes in a second per network connection.
When a change in the rate of a network connection oc-
curs, the network connection is lost with a probability of
0.01. Otherwise, the rate of the connection is uniformly dis-
tributed between the maximum rate divided by three and

the maximum rate.
It should be noted that in this simulation example the

pricing is fixed during the transmission and, therefore, the
costs change only when the transmission schedule is changed.
In addition, it should be noted that the number of changes
occurring is large, which corresponds to a situation where
the strength of the signal is weak or the mobile terminal is
moving fast. This kind of a situation was chosen in order to
demonstrate the performance of the dynamic heuristic.

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the results of a simulation where
the same data is transferred using two different strategies at
the same time in the dynamic environment presented above.
In one of the transmissions, the schedule given by the static
heuristic is followed during the entire transmission. In the
other transmission, the schedule is updated using reschedul-
ing when a change in the transmission rates has occured and
the change is larger than 20 percent of the previous rate.
The times when a change occurs are marked by squares and
circles in the figures. It should be noted that the transmis-
sion rates given to the static heuristic in the beginning of
the simulation are the actual rates, not the maximum rates
given by the operators. Using the maximum rates might
result in a poor solution.

Figure 2 shows how the expected total time needed for
transferring changes during the transmission. How the ex-
pected total costs change during the transmission is depicted
in Figure 3. In this simulation example rescheduling makes
the transmission faster but a bit more expensive. It should
be noted that in this simulation the transmission using the
static heuristic is stopped on a network connection during a
period from 2.59 to 4.22 because the connection is not avail-
able then. (The other network connections are available
and in use also during that period.) Therefore, in Figure
2 the total transmission time is not marked for that period
(because it is not defined). The dynamic heuristic assigns
the components waiting to be transferred on the lost con-
nection to other connections using the rescheduling phase.
Therefore, the transmission using the dynamic heuristic is
not stopped during any period. This makes the total trans-
mission time longer for the transmission using the static
heuristic. However, this is only one reason why the dy-
namic heuristic makes the transmission faster. As we can
see in Figure 2, the time needed for transferring using the
static heuristic grows rapidly already in the beginning of the
transmission. This is caused by a network connection that
slows down considerably. The dynamic heuristic removes
components from the connection keeping the transmission
time shorter but at the same time making the transmission
a bit more expensive.

This simulation example shows how the dynamic heuris-
tic works. In this case, the dynamic heuristic makes the
transmission shorter but a bit more expensive. In other
simulation cases, the result may be the opposite or the dy-
namic heuristic may make the transmission both shorter and
cheaper. Which is then better, to wait longer for the trans-
mission to finish or pay little more for the transmission is
a matter of preference. Our algorithm makes this decision
automatically but, if wanted, user preferences can be taken
into account in the method.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have considered a system in which a mo-

bile device can use multiple network connections simultane-
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Figure 2: Example of how the expected total trans-
mission time can vary during transmission.
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Figure 3: Example of how the expected total trans-
mission costs can vary during transmission.

ously to transfer data. The problem is to select which net-
work connection to use for each component of the data. This
problem is called the network connection selection problem,
and it has been formulated as a multiobjective optimization
problem. To solve the problem, we have presented a simple
but efficient heuristic that takes into account the dynamic
network environment and improves the solution during the
transmission when possible. The heuristic is fast and needs
only little computational capacity and, therefore, it is pos-
sible to use it in mobile terminals during data transmission.

Future work will concentrate on adjusting the parameters
of the heuristic using simulations. The main research ques-
tion will be when it is profitable to use rescheduling. In other
words, we need to determine when the change in the trans-
mission rates and prices is large enough to make improving
the current solution worthwhile.
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Abstract

In this paper we consider a system in which a mobile terminal can use sev-
eral network connections simultaneously to transfer data. The problem ad-
dressed here is how to optimize the data transmission in a dynamic network
environment where the transmission rates and prices can vary during the trans-
mission. The objective is to minimize both the time used in transferring and the
costs. To solve this multiobjective optimization problem we have developed a
heuristic that reacts to changes in the environment. The heuristic is tested using
simulations with the aim of defining when it is profitable to change the current
transmission schedule.

Keywords: network connection selection, wireless networks, scheduling,
multiobjective optimization, heuristics, simulations

1 Introduction

Nowadays, mobile terminals are able to use different kinds of network connections.
In the presence of multiple network connections, the user of a mobile terminal can
make the selection of the network connection to be used. This is known as the con-
cept of being always best connected (ABC) [5]. Here we take a step further and con-
sider future wireless networks where mobile terminals can use multiple network
connections simultaneously to transfer data. Then a new problem arises: which
connections to use for each data transmission and which connection to use for trans-
ferring each component of the data. We call this problem the network connection
selection problem [12] and our objective is to minimize both the time used in trans-
ferring and the costs.
This kind of a problem is difficult to solve and users of mobile terminals are

rarely interested in making this kind of a selection themselves. Therefore, we aim
at developing an automatic method to solve the problem. The method should be
fast and use only little computational capacity so that it is possible to implement it
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in mobile terminals. In addition, since wireless networks are usually very dynamic,
the method should take into account changing conditions in the environment and
improve the solution during the transmission when needed.
There are many studies considering wireless network environments where there

are multiple network connections available, see for example [1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 14, 15].
These studies concentrate on selecting a network connection to be used for data
transmission. For example, in [15], the selection of a network connection is for-
mulated as a general multiobjective optimization problem. The problem is solved
using the weighting method and the user of the mobile terminal is given freedom
to choose the objectives, the constraints and the weights. In this method, the user
needs to make a lot of difficult decisions. Especially defining the weights for the
weighting method is difficult since the influence of the weights on the solution is
not always clear [9].
In [2], the selection of a network connection is based on ranking the available

network connections using multi-attribute decision making. The ranking of net-
work connections is based on the properties of the network connections such as the
quality of service properties. This kind of ranking could be used before solving our
problem, that is, which network connection to use for each component of data. The
ranking would select those network connections that have required quality of ser-
vice properties such that it is possible and reasonable to send the data using them.
In addition, the preferences of the user of the mobile terminal could be taken into
account in this selection phase. The user could, for example, prohibit the use of a
network connection if he/she finds it too expensive. However, such considerations
are out of the scope of this paper. From now on, we assume that some kind of se-
lection is made by the mobile device and the network connections we consider in
our problem settings are all such that it is possible to use them to transfer the data
in question.
The network connection selection problem was first introduced in [12] in which it

was formulated as a multiobjective integer programming problem. The problem
can be briefly defined as follows: Data consisting of separate components is to be
transferred using a set of network connections. The problem is to select a network
connection to each component of the data in such a way that the time used in trans-
ferring and the costs are minimized. When solving the network connection selection
problem, a compromise between the costs and the time used in transferring has to
be made. Since we are developing an automatic solution method also the compro-
mise is made automatically. How a good compromise can be attained was studied
in [12] and an achievement scalarizing function was found best for our purposes.
The achievement scalarizing function produces a good compromise between the

conflicting objectives but it is time-consuming to minimize this function in our prob-
lem case. Therefore, a heuristic using the achievement scalarizing function to mea-
sure solution quality was developed [13]. The heuristic solves the problem fast and
finds a solution near the good compromise produced by minimizing the scalarizing
function. The heuristic assumes a static environment, which means that the rates
and the prices of the network connections do not change during the transmission.
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This kind of an assumption is valid only if the transmission time is short and the
mobile device is not moving. In order to be more general, the static heuristic was
improved to take into account changing environment in [11]. The dynamic heuris-
tic presented uses the static heuristic to form an initial schedule which is followed
when transferring the components. The shedule is improved (if possible) during the
transmission when a change in the network conditions occurs. By a change wemean
changes in the transmission rates or prices as well as changes in the availability of
the network connections.
The aim of this paper is to specify cases in which the improvement phase of

the dynamic heuristic should be run in order to optimize the performance of the
heuristic. Though the improvement method developed is fast, it can slow down
the transmission if done repeatedly without actual improvement in the schedule. In
addition, running the improvement phase uses the limited resources available in a
mobile terminal, such as the battery. Therefore, it is important to investigate when
it is useful to try to improve the schedule. The purpose is to limit the overall time
used in searching for a better schedule during the transmission. We use simulations
to test when the improvement phase should be run. We have run 2000 simulations
with 25 different problem instances. Within these simulations, we have tested four
versions of the dynamic heuristic with the difference being when the improvement
phase is run in the heuristic. The results obtained are also compared to the results
of using the static heuristic. The results are visualized using performance profiles
introduced in [4].
This paper is organised as follows. In the next section, the static heuristic is

briefly described. The dynamic heuristic is presented in Section 3. The test instances
used in the simulations are described in Section 4, and the simulation environment
is presented in Section 5. In Sections 6 and 7, the results of the simulations are shown
and discussed, and finally conclusions are drawn in Section 8.

2 Static heuristic

In the network connection selection problem, data consisting of n separate compo-
nents is to be transferred using a set of m network connections. The problem is to
select a network connection to each component of the data in such a way that the
time used in transferring and the costs are minimized. We assume that the sizes
of the components as well as the rate and the price of each connection are known.
It should be noted that we do not define the actually routing of the data but only
select which connection to use for transferring each component. In other words,
the solution to the network connection selection problem tells on which network
connection each component is transferred. For the actual transmission, we need a
transmission schedule that tells when each component is transferred. We assume that
no idle time is needed between transfers of different components, that is, the trans-
fer of a component can begin as soon as the transfer of the previous component on
the same connection is finished. Therefore, we only need to define the order of the
components on each connection for the transmission schedule.
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Minimizing the time and the costs are conflicting objectives since usually the
faster the transfer is, the more expensive it is. Therefore, we aim at finding a com-
promise between the objectives. By a compromise wemean a solution where none of
the objectives (that is, the time and the costs) can be improved without deteriorating
the other. This concept is also known as Pareto optimality. The network connection
selection problem should be solved fast, and the solution method should use only
little computational capacity in order to make an implementation in mobile termi-
nals possible. A heuristic for solving the network connection selection problem fast
in a static environment was proposed in [13]. By a static environment we mean that
there occur no changes in the network environment during the transmission of the
data in question. We next give a brief presentation of the heuristic, which we call
the static heuristic.
The heuristic is a local search method in which the solution quality is measured

using an achievement scalarizing function [9] that incorporates the two objective
function f1 and f2 (time and costs) [13]. The achievement scalarizing function to be
minimized is the following:

max
i=1,2

wi

fi(x)− zmid
i

znad
i − z∗i

+ ρ

2∑

i=1

wi

fi(x)− zmid
i

znad
i − z∗i

, (1)

where zmid is a middle point located in the middle of the ranges of the objective
functions, that is,

zmid
i =

znad
i + z∗i

2

for i = 1, 2, and z∗ and znad are the best and worst objective function values in the
set of compromise solutions, respectively. The coefficient ρ is a small positive scalar,
and the ratio of the positive weighting coefficients w1 and w2 represents the rate at
which the user is willing to trade off values of the objective functions. We have used
a value 0.001 for the coefficient ρ and values 1 and 2 for the weighting coefficients
w1 and w2, respectively (see [12] for more information). The denominators in the
scalarizing function are used to scale the objective function f1 and f2 to be of a simi-
lar magnitude. The smaller the value of the achievement scalarizing function is, the
better the solution is.
The scalarizing function needs information on the ranges of the objective func-

tions, that is, the best and worst values in the set of compromise solutions. It is
time-consuming to calculate them and because they are used mainly for scaling the
objective functions, we use approximations. We use 0 to approximate the best objec-
tive function value for both the time and the costs, and the worst objective function
values are estimated from the problem data. More information about the estimates
can be found in [13] and more information on the scalarizing function in [12].
The static heuristic can be summarized as follows:

1. Initial solution. For each component j = 1, . . . , n, find the network connection
that gives the lowest value of the scalarizing function (1) for the current par-
tial problem, and assign the component to that connection. The current partial
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problem consists of component j and the components that are already assigned
(with fixed assignments). All the connections are included in the partial prob-
lem, and the best and worst objective function values are approximated for
each partial problem separately.

2. Set the initial solution formed in the previous step as the current solution.

3. Improvements. Repeat twice: For each component j = 1, . . . , n, use 1-exchange
to improve the current solution: Consider transferring component j using an-
other connection than the one it is currently assigned to. Select the connection
that gives the lowest value of the scalarizing function (1) when component j is
transferred using it and all the other assignments are fixed. If the value of the
scalarizing function is smaller than in the current solution, set component j to
the selected connection and set this solution as the current solution.

4. Ordering. Order the components assigned to each network connection accord-
ing to some criteria, for example, the size. The components will be transferred
in that order.

It should be noted that originally in [13] the improvement round (Step 3) is re-
peated until a stopping criterion (not explicitly defined) is satisfied. Because of the
computational results presented in [13], we repeat the improvement round twice.
Note also that neither the time used in transferring nor the costs depend on the

order of the components on each network connections. Therefore, the order can
be discarded when the components are assigned to the connections. However, the
order is needed in a transmission schedule telling when each component is to be
transferred. To form the transmission schedule the components are ordered on each
connection after the components are assigned to the connections.

3 Dynamic heuristic

In wireless networks, the transmission rate can vary a lot during a transmission
due to, for example, congestion. It is also possible that a network connection is lost
during a transmission when a mobile terminal moves. In this kind of a situation,
it is necessary to be prepared to change the transmission schedule in accordance
to the changing environment. It has been proposed that pricing could be used to
control congestion [3, 10]. Therefore, in addition to changing transmission rates,
also pricing could vary during a transmission. Though it might be unlikely that the
pricing of network connections would change during a transmission, we have taken
into account also this aspect.
We have improved the heuristic presented in the previous section to take into

account a changing network environment [11]. This version of the heuristic is called
the dynamic heuristic. The dynamic heuristic reacts to changes in the transmission
rates and prices and aims at improving the current transmission schedule rapidly
during the transmission. The dynamic heuristic was briefly introduced in [11]. We
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next present the dynamic heuristic in detail and discuss adjusting the parameters of
the heuristic using simulations.
The dynamic heuristic uses the static heuristic to form the transmission sched-

ule which is followed when the data is transferred. During the transmission, the
dynamic heuristic tries to improve the schedule using rescheduling when a change
in the environment has occured. The rescheduling phase considers a partial problem
that consists of all the connections currently available and the components that have
not yet been transferred. These components are collected into a set C and the con-
nections available form a set N . Thus, the partial problem consists of assigning the
components in C to the connections in N . In addition to the set C, a set D is used
for components that are assigned to lost connections and need to be reassigned to
other connections.
The rescheduling phase works as follows:

1. Initialization. Set C = ∅, D = ∅ and N = ∅. Control which connections are
currently available and add those connections to the set N . Add to the set C
all the components that are waiting to be transferred using the connections in
N . Remember the current assignment of the components to the connections.

2. Initial solution. Form an initial solution to the partial problem:

• If there are no lost connections, the initial solution is the current assign-
ment of the components in C to the connections in N . Go to Step 3.

• Otherwise, add all the components assigned to the lost connections in
the set D and remove the components from the transmission schedule. If
a transfer of a component was interrupted when a connection was lost,
remove also this component from the transmission schedule and add it to
the set D.

• Form the initial solution. For each component j in D: Remove the com-
ponent j from the set D and add it to the set C. Assign the component j
to the network connection i in N that gives the lowest value of the scalar-
izing function (1) to the partial problem consisting of the components in
C and the connections inN when the component j is assigned to the con-
nection i and the assignments of the other components in C are fixed.

3. Rescheduling. Set the initial solution as the current solution. Use rescheduling
to each component j in C: Consider a set of solutions where the component
j is assigned to another connection instead of the connection to which it is
assigned in the current solution. Select among the solutions the one having
the lowest value of the scalarizing function (1) to be a rescheduling solution. If
the rescheduling solution has a lower value of the scalarizing function (1) than
the current solution, set the rescheduling solution as the current solution.

When a change in the environment occurs, the rescheduling phase is run. The
transmission of those components that are currently being transferred is continued
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(unless the transmission was interrupted because of a lost connection). The compo-
nents that are waiting to be transferred are kept waiting until the rescheduling phase
is run and a new schedule, that is, the current solution in Step 3, is formed. After
the resceduling phase is run the transmission is continued and a new transmission
schedule is followed if the transmission schedule was changed by the improvement
phase.
When a component is moved from a connection to another in the rescheduling

phase the transmission schedule changes. We do not order the components on each
network connection after rescheduling but a component assigned to another con-
nections is moved to the last position on the new connection in the transmission
schedule. If a certain order is preferred the components can be ordered after the
rescheduling phase.
It should be noted that we have not specified the order in which the components

are dealt with in the heuristics. In [13], we tested a random order and a decreasing
order of the components’ sizes in the static heuristic. The results were very similar
in both of the cases and, therefore, we have used a random order in our simulations.
However, note that the order is kept the same during the entire heuristic. In other
words, the random order we use in forming the initial solution in Step 1 of the static
heuristic is also used in Step 3 of the static heuristic as well as in the rescheduling
phase every time it is run.
Though the rescheduling phase is simple and fast, it is not necessarily wise to

run it every time a change occurs. Therefore, the rescheduling phase should be
run only when a connection is lost or a new connection appears or the change in
the transmission rates or prices is big enough. It is not straightforward to define
when a change is big enough. Therefore, we have tested the dynamic heuristic using
simulations. In the tests, we have used three different values for Tolerancewhich tells
the percentage how much a rate or a price must be changed before the rescheduling
phase is run. If there occurs multiple changes simultaneously, the largest percentual
change is decisive. The simulation environment and the results are presented in
Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Before that we discuss the different pricing models
and the test instances we have used in the simulations.

4 Test instances

Pricing of the future wireless networks is not naturally known today. Therefore, we
have used three different kinds of pricing models in the simulations. These pric-
ing models represent possible future pricing models that could be used in wireless
networks.
The first function g1 models the price being linearly dependent on the transmis-

sion rate B. Thus, the function is

g1(B) = k1B,

where k1 is a connection-specific coefficient. The higher the transmission rate is, the
higher the price per bit is. In the second function g2, the price has an exponential
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relation to the transmission rate:

g2(B) = k1 exp(k2B),

where k1 and k2 are connection-specific coefficients. This function models a situation
where high-speed connections are extremely expensive. The reason for this may be
technological or a vigorous attempt to prevent congestion in networks. The third
function g3 is the most often used model for network pricing [10]. It is a function in
which the exponent is less than one. In our function, the exponent is 0.5. Thus, we
have

g3(B) = k1

√
B,

where k1 is again a connection-specific coefficient. In this function, the price is less
strongly dependent on the transmission rate than in functions g1 and g2.
Based on these pricingmodelswe have built a set of test instances for the network

connection selection problem. The test instances were used in simulations and the
results are presented in Section 6. In the test instances, we have calculated the costs
of transferring component j through network connection i (denoted by cij) using
formula

cij = [g(Bi) · Sj + k] · 10−5, (2)

where Sj is the size of component j in bits, Bi is the transmission rate of connection
i (bits/s), k ≥ 0 represents fixed costs of the transfer, and g is one of the functions g1,
g2, and g3. In order to define the parameters in the pricing models, we have gathered
current data transmission prices for GSM and UMTS networks in Finland and fitted
those prices into our pricing models using the method of least squares. This gives
us fictitious pricing models with some resemblance to reality.
We have formed five different sets of network connections to be used in the simu-

lations. The sets are the following: In the first set having three network connections,
the prices are calculated using pricing function g1. The values used for parameter
k1 are 5.6 · 10−7, 6.1 · 10−7, and 7.8 · 10−7, whereas parameter k is given value 0. The
(original) rates of the three connections are 14 400, 115 200, and 384 000 bit/s, re-
spectively. The second set contains five network connections of which three are the
same as in the first set. The two additional connections having the rates of 14 400
and 115 200 bit/s, respectively, are also priced using function g1. The values used for
parameter k1 are now 5.7 · 10−7 and 5.9 · 10−7, and parameter k is again given value
0. The third set of connections consists of three network connections with the rates
of 14 400, 32 000, and 56 000 bit/s that are priced using function g2. The parameter
values used in pricing are given in Table 1 in a row marked by a. The fourth set
includes the same connections as the third set and two connections with the rates
of 56 000 and 384 000 bit/s that use the same pricing function g2 with parameters b

given in Table 1. The last set contains eight connections that are priced using func-
tion g3. The parameter values used in pricing are again given in Table 1. Three of
the connections with the rates of 14 400, 59 200, and 384 000 bit/s use parameters
given in row c, three connections with the rates of 14 400, 59 200, and 115 000 bit/s
use parameters d, and the last two connections with the rates of 14 400 and 59 200
bit/s use parameters e in the pricing model.
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Function Parameters
k k1 k2

g2 a 9 0.04 4.3 · 10−5

b 6 1.1 1.7 · 10−6

g3 c 300 4.3 · 10−3

d 100 9.0 · 10−3

e 30 3.1 · 10−3

Table 1: The parameter values used in the pricing functions g2 and g3 in the test
instances.

For each set of network connections presented above we have (randomly) se-
lected five web pages from the Internet in order to form five test instances. This
way we have obtained 25 test instances that are listed in Table 2. In the table, the
size of each test instance, the set of network connections and the pricing model used
are given, as well as the total size (in bits) of the data to be transferred. We next
present the simulation environment in which the test instances were used, and then
we discuss the simulation results.

5 Simulation environment

The performance of the heuristic in a dynamic environment was tested using a sim-
ulator. We have made some simplifying assumptions in the simulator in order to
reduce its complexity. The assumptions and the parameters used in the simulator
are the following.
We have run two sets of simulations, with fixed pricing and with dynamic pric-

ing. In the first set of simulations, the pricing of the network connections is fixed
while the rates of the connections change. In these simulations, we use the max-
imum rates of the connections (given by the operators) when calculating the fixed
prices. In addition to changing rates, the network connections can also disappear
and later appear again. A network connection disappears randomly with a proba-
bility of 0.01. Every time a change appears on a network connection, the network
connection may disappear (or appear if it has not been available) depending on
a random number generated from a uniform distribution between zero and one.
When a connection is lost during a transmission of a component, the component
has to be transferred again from the beginning. In this case, the transmission of the
rest of the component is discarded. Also the price of transferring the component
on the lost connection is discarded. Thus, it is assumed that if a transmission of
a component fails, we do not have to pay for that. When a network connection is
available, the transmission rate is assumed to be uniformly distributed between the
original rate divided by three and the original rate. By an original rate we mean the
rate given by the operator of the network connection, which is the maximum rate of
the connection. (The original rates of the connections used in the test instances are
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Instance n m Set Pricing model Total size

siam 6 3 3 g2 32 299 bits
cplus 11 3 1 g1 70 672 bits
lyx 11 5 2 g1 51 515 bits
geta 12 3 3 g2 100 348 bits
taylor 12 5 4 g2 59 714 bits
zoo 13 5 4 g2 151 705 bits
lth 13 8 5 g3 236 729 bits
yahoo 14 3 1 g1 85 672 bits
it 15 5 2 g1 74 421 bits
ilmat 16 3 3 g2 67 752 bits
sana 17 3 1 g1 136 763 bits
ebbas 18 8 5 g3 161 960 bits
prh 19 5 2 g1 72 162 bits
ieee 21 3 3 g2 128 507 bits

springer 23 8 5 g3 87 605 bits
sjukvard 24 5 4 g2 98 961 bits
cph 27 3 1 g1 191 497 bits
svt 27 8 5 g3 358 081 bits
tivoli 28 5 4 g2 332 754 bits
yle 33 5 2 g1 203 835 bits
subtv 42 3 3 g2 828 898 bits
skane 44 3 1 g1 229 234 bits
uutiset 54 5 4 g2 163 268 bits
mtv 70 5 2 g1 398 349 bits
nelonen 86 8 5 g3 415 801 bits

Table 2: The test instances: the size (n components and m connections), the set of
network connections and the pricing model used as well as the size of the data to be
transferred in bits.
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given in Section 4.)
In the second set of simulations, also the pricing varies. The price of a connection

is dependent on the transmission rate, and when the transmission rate changes also
the price changes accordingly. We call this situation dynamic pricing. The change
in the transmission rate is observed immediately, and the rate can change during a
transmission of a component. However, the price is always fixed during a transmis-
sion of a component, and the new price is valid from the transmission of the next
component on that connection. This assumption is made because it would not be
fair to customers to change a price in such a way that customers could not decide
if they still wanted to use the connection with the new price. All the other assump-
tions and parameters are identical for the two sets of simulations.
The occurrence of a change in a transmission rate is exponentially distributed

with a parameter λ. The parameter λ is called a rate parameter and it means that
a transmission rate changes λ times in a time unit. The rate parameter λ is given
values 0.2 and 0.7 in our simulations. Using λ = 0.2 represents a situation where
the mobile device is moving with a slow rate, for example, when the user of the
device walks. The parameter value λ = 0.7 is valid in a situation where the mobile
device moves rapidly, for example, when the device is in a car that travels fast. The
same value of λ is used for each connection in a simulation. It should be noted
that the parameter λ could be different for each connection. In that case, the rate
parameter would reflect the stability of the connection. In other words, the smaller
the parameter the more stable the connection is.
As already mentioned, changes in the transmission rates are observed immedi-

ately. Thus, there is no delay in observing the changes. The time it takes to run the
rescheduling phase is assumed to be negligible and it is not considered during the
simulations. Running the rescheduling phase took less than 0.01 seconds in our ex-
periments, so the assumption is justified. However, if the rescheduling phase is run
many times during a transmission, the time used in it becomes significant. There-
fore, we aim at finding a balance in which the rescheduling phase is not run too
often and the transmission time and the costs are kept at a low level.
In our simulations, we have transferred data using two different strategies. The

first strategy is to follow the transmission schedule produced by the static heuristic
during the entire transmission. In other words, the assignments of the components
to the connections are fixed in this transmission. In this case, when a connection
is lost the components assigned to the lost connection that are not yet transferred
are kept waiting for the return of the connection. If a transmission of a component
was interrupted when the connection was lost, the transmission has to be repeated
from the beginning when the connection returns. The other strategy uses the dy-
namic heuristic and the rescheduling phase to improve the solution when a change
occurs, if the change is large enough. Based on the simulation results we compare
the performance of these two strategies and, thus, the performance of the static and
dynamic heuristics.
The test instances used in the simulations were presented in the previous section.

For each test instance we have run 80 simulations with different random number
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seeds. 40 simulations were run with the fixed pricing and 40 simulations with the
dynamic pricing. We have used two values (0.2 and 0.7) for the parameter λ in the
simulations and, thus, we have run 20 simulations for each value of the parameter λ
and for each pricing. The dynamic heuristic was used with four different values of
parameter Tolerance, which is the percentage how much a rate or a price has to be
changed before the rescheduling phase is run. The values used for the parameter are
10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%. The simulations were run in a computer with a relatively
slow 550 MHZ PA-RISC processor. In the near future, mobile terminals will have
computational power similar to the processor we have used in the simulations.

6 Computational results

The simulation results are presented in Tables 3 and 4 and in Figures 1–3. The com-
plete tables of the simulation results are omitted here because they are large and
thereby it is more convenient for the reader to provide summaries of the results.
In order to illustrate and analyse the simulation results, we have calculated perfor-
mance profiles of the heuristics. A performance profile is a distribution function of
a performance metric introduced in [4] for comparing optimization solvers. Let us
assumewe have a set S of ns solvers that are used for solving a set P of np problems.
A performance ratio rp,s that compares the performance of a solver s to the best per-
formance of the solvers in S in the case of a problem p can be calculated as follows:

rp,s =
tp,s

min{tp,s : s ∈ S} ,

where tp,s is the value of the performance measure for solver s in the case of problem
p. Note that here we assume that the smaller the value of the performance measure
is the better the performance is. Now, the probability ρs(τ) that a performance ratio
rp,s is within a factor τ ∈ R of the best possible ratio is

ρs(τ) =
1

np

size{p ∈ P : rp,s ≤ τ},

where size is the cardinality of the following set, that is, the number of elements
in the set. Function ρs(τ) is the distribution function of the performance ratio and,
thus, gives the performance profile for solver s.
In our case, the solvers in S are the static heuristic and the four versions of the

dynamic heuristic (with the different values of the parameter Tolerance). The prob-
lems in P are the 25 test instances used in the simulations, and the results of the
simulations are being analysed. We have used the scalarizing function (1) as the
performance measure. In addition to that we have also calculated performance pro-
files using the original objective functions (that is, the time used in transferring and
the costs of the transmission) as the performance measure. It should be noted that
since we are analysing simulation results, the values for the performance measures
are averages of 20 simulations.
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(a) Time as the performance measure.
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(b) Costs as the performance measure.

Figure 1: Performance profiles with the time/costs as the performance measure:
fixed pricing, λ = 0.7.

The performance profiles in which the time or the costs are used as the perfor-
mance measure show that the objective functions are truly conflicting. Unfortu-
nately, based on those performance profiles no strict preference between the differ-
ent versions of the heuristic can be stated. Therefore, we show those performance
profiles in Figure 1 only for the simulation case in which the fixed pricing was used
with the parameter value λ = 0.7. The performance profiles for the three other cases
(fixed pricing with λ = 0.2 and dynamic pricing with λ = 0.2 and λ = 0.7) with
the time or the costs being the performance measure are similar to those in Figure 1.
As already mentioned, Figure 1 illustrates the fact that the objectives are conflicting:
If we want to keep the costs as low as possible, the static heuristic performs best.
However, the performance of the static heuristic is the worst when we consider the
time used in transferring. The performance profiles in Figure 1 show that the larger
the value of the parameter Tolerance is, the closer the performance of the dynamic
heuristic is to the performance of the static heuristic, as can be expected. However,
there is not much difference in the performance between the different versions of the
dynamic heuristic, and no strict preferences can be stated based on these profiles.
The performance profiles in which the scalarizing function (1) is used as the per-

formance measure are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the performance
profiles of the different versions of the heuristic for the four different simulation
cases: with the fixed or dynamic pricing and with the value 0.2 or 0.7 for the pa-
rameter Tolerance. The performance profiles over all the simulations are shown in
Figure 3. In Figure 3(a) a general view of the performance profiles is shown, whereas
Figure 3(b) is a magnification of Figure 3(a) concentrating on the difference between
the different versions of the dynamic heuristic. In the calculations of the scalariz-
ing function values, we have used estimated values for the best and worst objective
function values, z∗ and znad. The best value used was zero in all the test instances
and for the both objective functions. The worst value was estimated for each test in-
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stance separately. Because the rates of the connections change during simulations,
we used the maximum rates of the connections when estimating the worst values.
Similarly, the prices used when estimating the worst values were calculated using
themaximum rates. This way the scalarizing function values weremore comparable
among different simulations of each test instance.
As in Figure 1, we can see in Figure 3 that the larger the value of the parameter

Tolerance is, the closer the performance of the dynamic heuristic is to the perfor-
mance of the static heuristic. However, when the scalarizing function (1) is used to
measure the performance, the performance profiles show that the dynamic heuristic
is performing better than the static heuristic. Thus, using the improvement phase
of the dynamic heuristic during transmissions has an positive effect on the solution
quality. The differences between the different versions of the dynamic heuristic are
not very large. The performance of the dynamic heuristic with value 10% for the
parameter Tolerance was surprisingly good, especially when the dynamic pricing
was used. However, the difference to the results with other values for the parame-
ter Tolerance is not very large, as already mentioned, and no strict preference can be
stated based on the performance profiles.
In order to give some numerical results, we have collected the average relative

differences to the static heuristic among all the test instances and simulations for
different values of the parameter Tolerance in Table 3. Table 4, on the other hand,
presents the average number of times the improvement phase is run in the dynamic
heuristic during the simulations. As in the performance profiles, there is not much
difference between the results with different values of Tolerance when the average
relative difference is considered. However, the average number of times the im-
provement phase is run is lower for large values of Tolerance. This means that the
time and the effort used in improving the transmission schedule is lower which is
preferable when we consider the limited amount of capacity available in mobile ter-
minals. This implies that a larger value (30% or 40%) is preferable than a lower one
(10% or 20%). However, similarly as with the performance profiles, we cannot claim
any strict preferences between the different values of the parameter Tolerance based
on Tables 3 and 4.
The performance profiles and Tables 3 and 4 illustrate the overall performance of

the heuristics. However, they do not reveal any information about the transmission
times or costs obtained in the simulations. Therefore, we have collected simulation
results of five test instances in Tables 5 and 6. These instances were selected in
such a way that the results show the general trends in the simulation results and
each set of network connections is represented by an instance. Table 5 contains the
average time used in transferring and the average costs of the transmission. Table 6
presents the average number of times the improvement phase is run in the dynamic
heuristic. These averages are calculated over 20 simulations in which we have used
the fixed pricing and the value 0.2 for the parameter λ (which tells how many times
a transmission rate changes in a time unit).
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(a) Fixed pricing, λ = 0.2.
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(b) Fixed pricing, λ = 0.7.
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(c) Dynamic pricing, λ = 0.2.
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(d) Dynamic pricing, λ = 0.7.

Figure 2: Performance profiles with the scalarizing function as the performance
measure.
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(a) General view of the profiles.
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(b) Magnification of a part of the profiles.

Figure 3: Performance profiles with the scalarizing function as the performance
measure: the results of all the simulations.
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Tolerance 10% Tolerance 20% Tolerance 30% Tolerance 40%
Pricing λ time costs time costs time costs time costs
Fixed 0.2 -0.06 0.04 -0.05 0.04 -0.05 0.03 -0.04 0.03
Fixed 0.7 -0.11 0.10 -0.10 0.09 -0.09 0.08 -0.08 0.07
Dynamic 0.2 -0.06 0.04 -0.05 0.03 -0.05 0.03 -0.05 0.03
Dynamic 0.7 -0.11 0.10 -0.11 0.09 -0.10 0.08 -0.09 0.07

Table 3: The average relative difference to the static heuristic.

Pricing λ Tolerance 10% Tolerance 20% Tolerance 30% Tolerance 40%

Fixed 0.2 1.92 1.59 1.27 0.99
Fixed 0.7 5.59 4.62 3.75 2.90
Dynamic 0.2 1.95 1.63 1.31 1.06
Dynamic 0.7 6.12 5.06 4.10 3.18

Table 4: The average number of times the improvement phase is run.
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Tolerance 10% Tolerance 20% Tolerance 30% Tolerance 40% Static heuristic
Instance time costs time costs time costs time costs time costs
cplus 0.9481 0.0528 0.9481 0.0528 0.9481 0.0528 0.9481 0.0528 0.9531 0.0519
prh 0.5028 0.0468 0.5028 0.0468 0.5028 0.0468 0.5029 0.0468 0.5030 0.0468
tivoli 4.4986 1.7146 4.4232 1.7459 4.4656 1.7923 4.4723 1.8048 4.5256 1.8044
subtv 20.7401 1.8514 21.1148 1.8044 22.6895 1.7285 23.3428 1.6696 32.6348 1.2323
nelonen 4.7090 3.5997 4.7115 3.6018 4.7608 3.5965 4.7180 3.6098 5.5763 3.5906

Table 5: Simulation results with fixed pricing and λ = 0.2: the average duration and costs of the transmission.

Instance Tolerance 10% Tolerance 20% Tolerance 30% Tolerance 40%

cplus 0.25 0.25 0.20 0.20
prh 0.40 0.35 0.25 0.15
tivoli 3.40 2.90 1.85 1.30
subtv 10.50 8.50 7.25 5.65
nelonen 6.85 5.70 4.40 3.15

Table 6: Simulation results with fixed pricing and λ = 0.2: the average number of times the improvement phase is run.
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7 Discussion

Inmost of the test instances the simulation results are similar: The dynamic heuristic
keeps the time needed for transferring shorter than the static heuristic but the costs
are a bit higher. This is valid for both the fixed pricing and the dynamic pricing.
The reason for this may be that the static heuristic assigns most of the components
to the cheapest connections which often have low transmission rates. When a cheap
connection becomes slower (or is lost) the dynamic heuristic moves components
from that connection to a faster connection which is also more expensive. This way
the costs increase while the time used in transferring is kept short. It should be
remembered that the results we have dealt with are averages of a set of simulations
and the result of a single simulation can be different from this average.
The difference between the static heuristic and the four versions of the dynamic

heuristic can be invisible in practice, such as in the test instances cplus and prh in Ta-
ble 5. On the other hand, in the case of the test instance subtv the difference is large,
9–12 seconds and 0.4–0.6 euros. Similarly, the difference in the number of times the
improvement phase is run can be small or large. However, the performance pro-
files shown in Figure 3 imply that the dynamic heuristic performs better than the
static heuristic with all the four tested values for the parameter Tolerance, at least
when the scalarizing function (1) is used to measure the performance. Thus, using
the improvement phase of the dynamic heuristic during transmissions is profitable.
However, it is more problematic to decide when the improvement phase should be
run.
Since the simulation results of the dynamic heuristic with different values for the

parameter Tolerance are very similar, conclusions have to be made mainly based on
the number of times the improvement phase is run in the dynamic heuristic. Each
time the improvement phase is run the limited capacities of a mobile terminal, such
as the battery, is used. In addition, if the improvement phase is run many times dur-
ing a transmission it can delay the transmission. Changing the schedule constantly
is also not preferred. Therefore, based on the simulation results, we suggest that the
default value of the parameter Tolerance is 30%. Then, the improvement phase of
the dynamic heuristic is run when a network connection is lost, a new connection
appears or a change in the transmission rates or prices is more than 30 percent of the
previous rate or price. (Note that the value 40% could also be selected but we prefer
the value 30% because the performance profile of the latter is slightly better.)
The simulation results imply that it would be important to know the preferences

of the user of the mobile terminal. However, it is not convenient to ask the user
to define preferences during the transmission, and not even before each transmis-
sion. The best way to get some preference information would be to allow the user
to adjust the preferences in the mobile terminal when wanted. This way those users
that are not interested in giving any preferences need not to think about them and
others can adjust the preferences whenever they want to do that. The preferences
could be, for example, denying the use of some network connections (because of
high costs or other factors) or declaring that the costs should always be as low as
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possible. The latter case would imply, based on the simulation results, that the im-
provement phase is not run unless necessary, that is, when a connection is lost or a
new connection appears. Naturally the improvement phase could be run also when
the costs change but then the transmission schedule would be changed only if the
costs were lower in the new schedule.
Thus, a topic of future research is to study how the user could easily give some

preference information without being involved in the solution procedure and how
this information could be used in the dynamic heuristic. The user could, for exam-
ple, adjust a user profile that would define preferences regarding the use of different
network connections. The user profile could contain explicit preferences, such as
a field for denying the use of some connections, or implicit preferences that would
express a trade-off between the time used in transferring and the costs. The user pro-
file could also contain a field for adjusting the weighting coefficients of the scalar-
izing function (1). Adjusting them should however be done with a caution though
the effect of the weighting coefficients is not as large as in the well-known weight-
ing method [9, 12]. This kind of preference information could help in making rules
when the improvement phase should be run. However, before that we need to study
how this information could be easily given in a user profile.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we have considered solving a network connection selection problem
in a dynamic environment. The network connection selection problem consists of
selecting a network connection for each component of data in such a way that the
time used in transferring and the costs areminimized. We have presented a dynamic
heuristic that reacts to changing network conditions and aims at improving the so-
lution. The main question in this dynamic heuristic is when it is profitable to try
to improve the solution. We have addressed this issue by running simulations and
comparing different versions of the heuristic. The differences in the results between
the different versions are small, and some kind of preference information from a
user would be helpful. Therefore, we will continue our research by studying how
the user could define preferences in a user profile in the mobile terminal without
being involved in the actual process of selecting connections. Then, the preference
information could be used when defining how often the improvement method in
the dynamic heuristic is run during a transmission.
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